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msYOURASSOCIATION
Tell us how you think the AGM should be run —


your input really is valued

B y the time you read this we will have had our AGM at Sywell
(1 November) and I hope we will have had a reasonable
attendance. It has never been much of a 'must do event for the

majority of members but it is important because it reiterates that this is
an association. our association, and we do have a say in how it is run.
I can say already that there will have been more members' input this
year because the response to the drive to get the proxy voting system
better understood and used has resulted in around 60 responses as of a
fortnight before the event.

We have asked before without a great deal of response but Ts
worth another shot - how would you like the AGM handed? 4 it were
available in camera' v;a the web would you aet involved"' How about
it being part of a day-long conteibnce with high profile speakers on a
range of LAA relevant subjects? Please give us some ideas so we can
elevate what is a viral part ot the association's democratic process from
es current doldrumic state.

It seems that not a day goes by at the moment without news from the
CAA or EASA that some new review or consulfation is underway. ItS
a bit of a job keeping pace and understanding exactly what impact.
if any, they might have on 'our' type of flying. One such consultation
that definitely has drawn headlines and MI effect many of us, is the
delaying of the EASA licensing deadlines by three years to April 2018
(see News). That will no doubt find a lot of favour but I do have some

THETEAM

sympathy for those who have forked opt sometimes quite considerable
sums ot money fo ensure teat have the right lief/foe. raring or business
arrangement (for schools and instructors/ only to find that the outlay
wasn't absotutely necessary .

Tge feature article this month is Roy Taylor's lovely Bowers Fly Baby.
an early plans built 'vintage type that unfortunately wasn't popular here
in the UK but was widely embraced in its native US Roy had previously
built, and still Hes. an RV-9 and tie Fly Harpy was a new bulcikkg
challenge for him. It is cifkte exquisite, a dekghtful nomebuilt that can
provide hours of affordable fur.

At the opposite end of the spectrum we have the tau of a much
modified Europa and an update on the night/MC project
;which hopefully will Le avaiMble for members before next
season gets Eto lull sw;ng. Back then to a vintage feel
with Dudley Pattisona Rally-winning Flitker. A short-
wkiged sporty infer-war years bipkane with a radial
engine, that doesn7 get the blood cours;ng through
your veins fhen mayoe you need to go see a doctor!

To round it o/, we have a report from Nigel
Hitchman on the Shuttleworth Air Race air show What
a line-up of rare and fabulous old aeroplanes, many of Brian Hope
which you wirl not see anywhere else ki :he world - EDITOR
and mos; of theal fly en an LAA Permit ofllodel,Yraltlaik net
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Ido not usually watch television in the morning
but recently GASCo was giving the third Safety
Evening of the 2014/15 season at Cambridge

Aero Club and with it being too far for me to travel
home after the evening I stayed overnight. The
next morning I found myself tuning in to BBC1
Breakfast and on the sports report there was a
lot of talk about how business was learning from
the phenomenal success of British Cycling in
recent years. British Cycling's former Performance
Director, Sir Dave Brailsford, said he believed
in the concept of aggregation of marginal gains.
apparently something that has also taken the
business world by storm. Basically, by making small
(1%) changes in a number of areas, for instance
in cycling this mean marginal improvements in the
nutrition of riders, their weekly training programme.
ergonomics of the bike seat, the weight of the tyres
and so on, when put together it returned a winning
performance.

This got me wondering whether this approach
might be used to describe the approach that
GASCo has taken with its Safety Evenings I
think it could. We suggest a variety of ways in
which marginal improvements could be made in
different areas, such as human factors, pre-flight
planning and preparation, visual scan techniques,
personal evaluation, keeping skills current and
making better use of available resources, to name
hut a few. A 1% improvement in accident and
incident figures associated with each ot these
increments could make a big difference to the
overall number .

While the aggregation ot marginal gains may
make enough difference to win sporting events
and increase business performance, there is also
a view that this alone will never quite reach the
ultimate goal. A figurative brick wall seems to bar
further improvement using marginal gains theory .

It is suggested that the wall can only be scaled
through revolutionary change The late Steve Jobs
of Apple Inc had this lc say:

"I have a great respect for incremental
improvement. and I've done that sort of thing
in my life, but I've always been attracted to the
more revolutionary changes. I don't know why .

Because they're harder And much more
stressful emotionally. And you usually go through
periods where everybody tells you that you've
completely failed."

Steve Jobs clearly knew a thing or two about
business success and perhaps there are lessons
for us to learn from this in flight safely. but what
form would revolutionary change take? In GA, I
suggest that the most successful avenue for the
sort of tradsformalion that Steve Jobs described is
likely to be an abstract concept rather than through
the adoption of rigid processes and regulation.
1he voluntary acceptance of straightforward safety
management systems and risk assessment all
play a part, particularly if adopted in the way put
forward in Phil Hall's excellent feature in the October
2014 issue of Light AOation (I especially Irked
his 'Rule of Three.), but the type of revolutionary
change needed will only come about when the
attitudes and behaviour of all those engaged in
General Aviation are clearly seen to put safety first
as a matter of course It could thus be said to be a
croup characteristic. Such a characteristic could
further be described as a Safety Culture I know
you put safety first, dear reader. but what about the
remainder of our community? One only has to think
of the recent prosecution of an individual tor flagrant
bre:aches of safety by falsifying aircraft maintenance
documentation to realise that there is still some way
to go.

A Safety Culture is already a feature of many
of GASCo members' activities. The growth and
influence of the LAA means that it is already
a force for bringing about the necessary
revoiutionary change in GA. The 'Safety Spot'
feature in this magazine is a prime example of
this in action on the engineering and maintenance
gont. However. rather than rely on revolution alone.
we should continue obtaining safety performance
improvements through incremental change
of the sort put forward by GASCe in its safety
promotional activities.

It is a sad reality that however good Nie think we
are at putting in place barriers through judicious
risk assessment and considerations of threats
and errors, sometimes we tail. I would strongly
recommend watching Russ Jeter's account of
his accident in early 2011 It's published by the
estimable Air Safety Institute of the LISA It is not
easy viewing: I suggest you sei aside 30 minutes
to watch it quietly on your own, The human factors
that can be drawn from Russ's story are powerful
and of great relevance to us all. wwwyoutube.
comiwalch7v=lcNiLl/uw7as
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The full requirement to hold an EASA
licence when operating as pilot-in-
command of EASA aircraft will be
postponed until at least April 2018
following a decision made on 9 October
2014 by the European regulator.

The amendment will have the following
effect:

The CAA has announced that the provision of
medical services to the aviation industry will
be the subject of a wide-ranging consultation.
The consultation will focus on a number of
proposed options of how services, such as
the medical assessment of pilots and airline
personnel, currently provided by the CAA,
should be delivered in future.

The CAA's Medical Department currently
oversees the medical certification process
for 16,000 commercial and 30,000 private
pilots holding various private and commercial
licences, as well as the medical certificates
for air traffic controllers. The Department also
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possible to convert a NPPL issued prior to 8
April 2018 to a Part-FCL (EASA) licence.

RTF to ATO transition Deferment of
Approved Training Organisation requirements
for LAPL, PPL. SPL and BPL to 2018.
Registered Facilities which already teach for
the PPL will soon be permitted to teach for
the LAPL in the same category.

Revalidation Examiners Following
a change to regulations in 2012 which
prevented existing Revalidation Examiners
from signing EASA licences. the LAA has
worked with the CAA to develop a route
which would provide these privileges to LAA
coaches. As the largest user of Revalidation
Examiner privileges within the UK. the
LAA Pilot Coaching Scheme is pleased to
announce that the recent decision includes
EASA Revalidation Examiner privileges being
issued. LAA coaches will soon be permitted to
sign EASA licences for the purpose of Class
Rating Revalidation. As a consequence, other

offers advice on all medical matters relating to
civil aviation.

The CAA is particularly keen to hear views
on alternative options to deliver some of these
services as it has an obligation to ensure the
aviation industry has access to the most cost
effective and efficient medical services possible
that are fit for the future.The consultation will
run for eight weeks until 11 December and the
CAA is expected to announce a decision on the
future of aero medical services in the
New Year.

Details of the consultation can be found at
www.caa.co.uk/cap1214 


current EASA CRIs or Fls will also be able
to apply to the CAA for EASA Revalidation
Examiner privileges.

These changes are the result of significant
effort by GA to effect change.
Representatives from the LAA have
been working with the UK CAA and other
associations to achieve a more proportionate
approach to regulation of General Aviation
within Europe. The date of effect for the
Aircrew Regulation amendment will be 8 April
2015. however, it is possible that the UK CAA
may introduce some of the policy changes
earlier through exemptions. A number of other
changes are also included in this decision,
which is due to be published by the CAA as
an Information Notice shortly.

More information on what you need to know
about pilot licensing and training, plus current
regulatory issues, is available on the LAA and
NPPL websites.
www.laaulccom
WWW.178(fonalprivarepi(olst,reen8e.ca0.k

BIGGIN SEEKS
EXPANSION
Biggin Hill Airport has unveiled proposals to
operate later into the night but at the same
time create thousands of new jobs and slash
aircraft noise. The airfield's strategy is to
continue to focus on business aviation and
it plans to build more hangars and offices to
encourage more companies onto the airport.
They want to -Make better use of our facilities
to secure Biggin Hill's future as a successful
small business airport that creates well-paid
jobs for Bromley residents." There are also
plans to develop a local training college.

Noise reduction plans will be implemented
by keeping aircraft 'higher for longer' which, it
is claimed, will lead to a 50% reduction in the
noise footprint for the airport.

The airport is seeking feedback on its
proposal from any users of Biggin Hill.
Further details and an opportunity to
comment from wwwbigginhillfuturaco.uk

A A

A •

PLENTYMORENEWS ISAVAILABLEON THE
LAAWEBSITEAT VWVWLAA.UK.COM -
CHECK IT OUT EVERY DAY!

A A •

NPPL and UK PPL holders Deferment of
the full EASA requirement to hold an EASA
licence to act as pilot in command of EASA
aircraft. This means that a UK national licence
holder. including UK PPL and NPPL holders,
may continue to fly EASA aircraft until at least
April 2018. This currently limits use of UK
national licences to the privileges of a LAPL
holder - VFR only. private, up to 2.000kg,
with no more than four persons on board, and
no instructor privileges - thereby having no
effect on the privileges of a NPPL holder.

NPPL training Pilots currently training
towards a NPPL may continue to do. It will be

MANUEL QUEIROZ TALKS
Many will recall the epic flight around the world
by Manuel Queiroz in his Van's RV-6 in 2006.
Manuel wrote a book about his adventure.
Chasing the Morning Sun, and has given a
number of talks to Struts and Clubs around the
country. Not one to ignore a challenge, Manuel
has not long returned from a six-month drive from
Alaska to Tierra del Fuego in a VW camper, the
famed 30K mile Pan-American Highway. He has
added a talk of this adventure to his repertoire
and would be delighted to hear from any groups
who are looking for something interesting to
fill their meetings. Manuel can be contacted at
mqueiroz@tiscairco.uk

AVIATION MEDICALSERVICESUNDER EXAMINATION

EURO LICENSING DELAYED AT
LEAST THREE YEARS
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PAZMANY PL-2 FOR
ARGENTINA
Ladislao Bazmany's all aluminium plans-built
PL2, first introduced in the early 1960s, is being
certificated as a primary traiMng aircraft by the
Argentine Air Force.

Students at the National College of Technical
-apC.X0r. Education in El Palomar, Buenos Aires. have

completed the first ot the PL-2s which recently
made its maiden Eght. Certification is under way

by ArgenUnaS National Civil Aviation Agency and
once achieved the students willi build a further
15 aircraft. There is a single PL-2 flying in the UK,
G-OPAZ., built By Ken Morris and now owned by
David Wood. Several of the single seat Pazmany
PL-4 were built here but none is currently flying.
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The official UK Government response to the GA
Red Tape Challenge was published on 14 October
and runs to 56 pages. There is much to engender
optimism that GA will in future be regarded as an
important sector of the aviation industry.
Among the Government's stated commitments
are that next Spring it will join forces with the
GA community, the CAA and colleagues across
government to produce a comprehensive GA
strategy. Recently commissioned research into the
value of GA to the UK economy will be used to drive
this work forward and remove obstacles to growth.
It also promises to:

Support the delivery of the European Aviation
Safety Agency's (EASA) General Aviation Road
Map, including consideration of amendments to the

EASA Basic Regulation where appropriate;
Work with EASA and the US FAA to gain

support for the principle of mutual recognition of
manufacturing standards;

Consider how to simplify legislation for GA users
crossing borders.

Without doubt, the CAA and the Government
are committed to change and a number of positive
changes have already been implemented or are
currently work in progress. We can but hope that
post the 2015 General Election, whichever flavour
of government is elected it will continue down this
very positive road to a brighter future for GA.

The Response Document is available via the LAA
website NEWS section.
wwwlaa.ulccorn
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The planning application for a hard runway and other
works at Kent's Rochester Airport has now been
submitted. The local authority supports the airfield
development and it is hoped that the plans will be
approved quickly and work can commence early
in 2015. The plans will mean the loss of the 16/34
runway shown in the lower part of the photo, this
area becoming a business park. The hard runway will
parallel the 02/20 grass runway that runs across the
photo. Local pilots are generally in favour of the plans
as they will secure a long term future for the airport
and enable year round operation. The grass runways
can become unusable for weeks at a time during
prolonged wet weather. wwwrochesterairportcauk

ROCHESTER'SPLANSMOVEAHEAD
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DH TRUSTBURSARIES
The de Haytiland Educational Trust is offering
flying bursaries in 2015 to encourage British
based PPL hoider involvementwith vintage
aircraft. The Bona McKay Flying Bursary will
provide for up to five hours flying on a Tiger
Moth (subject to a maximum level of funding)
at a CHET approved training establishment of
the recipient's choice. Writtenapplications will
be scrutinised by an expert panel and selected
candidates will be called forward for interview.

Candidates must be in possession of a
valid PPL appropriate to flying a Tiger Moth in
British airspace, with a minirnum of 75 hours
pilot in command. The bursary wiil be valid
from the date of the award in the spring of
2015 until 31 December 201f1

The EAA's 1917 Standard J-1 biplane,
resplendent in its Great Waldo Pepper paint
scheme, took to the air at Whitiman Airport,
Oshkosh on 29 September following an
extensive restoration.

irffinianniver

Members of the Gloster Strut, Oxford Strut
and Wiltshire Flyers recently assisted the
Scouts Association in running an Air Camp
at Craft Farm. Defford: it was the 11fh such
event with which the three Struts have
been associated.

A total of 30 scouts from local troops
camped at the Farm from Friday 12th to
Sunday 14th September They received
instruction in aviation subjects and prepared
a map and PLOG tor a short navigation
exercise belore volunteer pilots flew them
around the 20 minute triangular route to allow
them to practice what they'd just learned. The
Europa Club provided five of the pilots (Tim

_Ar
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DHET will also he offering the Amy Johnson
Engineering Bursary in 2015 to assist the
personal development of engineers involved
with vintage aircraft. This bursary replaces
the Amy Johnson Memorial Trust which was
designed to assist British women pilots to
gain their professional pilot qualification.
However European licensing procedures
have now driven the costs above those
affordable by the Trust, and it has been
closed down.

Closing date for the receipt of applications
is midnight on 31 March 2015 Application
forms are available from:
dhet@deliavikandedecationaldost.co.uk
wwwdehawilandedocasonalttest.cauk

The aircraft last flew in the late 1970s
after restoration by Charlie Klessig, but
after his death was statically displayed in
the EAA Museum for 25 years. In October
2011. EAA Director of Aircraft Maintenance
John Hopkins and a team of Weeks Hangar
volunteers commenced a restoration to flying
condition. OSthe 1,600 of these WWI military
trainers built between 1916 and 1918, few
remain, and even fewer of those are in
flying condition.
wwweaa.org

Houlihan, David Joyce, Roger Lloyd, Alastair
Milne and Steve HS) supplemented by Rick
Holt (Giesler) Chris Bradford (Escapade) and
Alan Twigg (Robin).

Andrew John's Himax was used to teach
the scouts about pre-flight inspections and to
give instruction in aircraft marshalling.

An essential and much appreciated
element is the Scouts' kitchen, run by Sue
and her (now adult) daughter Robin. Robin
was one of the scouts at the very first Croft
Farm Air Camp. The weekend culminated
in a chuck glider building and flying
competition before the scouts dispersed at
the end of another highly successful camp.

9

PERRANPORTH
IS OPEN!
Contrary to rumour, the delightful airfield
of Perranporth is still operational and
the Perranporth Flying Club, which now
operates the airfield on a voluntary basis,
is still very much in business. The recent
move to unlicensed status has no doubt
reignited the closure rumours but like
many other airfields, it was a considered
decision to reduce unnecessary
overheads. With a campsite very close
by, the town within a very pleasant walk,
plus cliff top paths to explore, there
is much to be said for Perranporth so
please consider showing your support
and drop in to see them.
wwwperranporthflyingclub.cauk

10%OFFVARLEY!
DMS Technologies is offering LAA
members a 10% discount off its range of
popular Varley motorspart batteries. These
high performance 'Red Top' batteries are
available in a range of sizes and offer art
extremely high power to weight ratio with
a high resilience to shock, vibration and
G-force and. Their Absorbed Glass Matt
technology allows them to be mounted
in ether than the 'normal' terminals at the
top conf iguration.
wwwdmstech co.uk

LAAWINDSOCKS
Due to a misunderstandingwith the supplier,
we have had to change the prices of the
LAAwindsock offer publicised in last month's
NEWS. The current example prices and sizes
arei
1.0m orange windsock with 1 x LAA logo on
one side = £39
1.4m orange windsock with 1 x LAA logo on
one side = £53
With an LAA logo on both sides 1.0m = £43,
1.4 m = £57.
Please place orders directly with Flyrite
Windsocks on 01323 743161 and tell them you
are an LAA member.

EAA'S STANDARD J- I FLIES

CROFT FARMSCOUTS'AIR CAMP



JOHN LARROUCAU

A TRIBUTE TO
JOHN LARROUCAU

; 4

Ihalohn Larroucau is not a name that

trips off the tongue and I would be
surprised if many members reading
this knew that he was the designer
of both the Beagle Pup and Bulldog.

Sadly. John died earlier this year and the Beagle
Pup and Bulldog Club organised a Tribute
to John Larroucau' at Brighton City Airport,
Shoreham on Sunday 27 September 2014,
John's wife Margaret and members of his family
were present to witness the celebrations, which
included a large fly-in of Pup and Bulldog aircraft
along with a number of six-ship formations,
including a poignant 'missing man formation.

In [he 1960s, Beagle Aircraft clearly needed
skilled help and Larroucau was hired from
Avro, where he'd worked on the Vuican and
the 748. initially as Chief Structural Engineer
on [he troubled Pup project. Once Larroucau
had got to grips with designing what became
the Beagle Pup. the fully acrobatic aircraft had
stylish lines, a fixed tricycle undercarriage and
a fully enclosed cabin The Pup 100 was a
two-seat aircraft powered by a 100hp 0-200-A,
while the later Pup 150 had a four-place cabin
and was powered by a 150hp Lycoming
0-320-A2B

The prototype Pup 100 made its first flight at

Shoreham on 8 April 1967. in the hands of John

Bulldog and Pup formation runs in to
Shoreham in tribute to the types' designer
John Larrouchau, who died on 27 September

'Pee Wee' Judge who, immediately after the
first flight. described the aircraft as -Brilliant".
The first deliveries were made the following
year: however. it was not destined to be a long-
term success story.

On a fateful December morning in 1969.
John Larroucau - now Technical Dlrector of
Beagle Aircraft and the rest of lhe Board
were summoned Jo London to hear Anthony
Wedgwood Benn tell them he was pulling
the plug. For John and tlle rest of the staff
who were thrown out of work. there were few
opportunitles in the rapidly shrink.ng British
aircraft industry. Eventually he joined the
Jetstream programme at Prestwick, but it [ock
him 13 years to regain the status he d enjoyed
at Beagle.

A [total of 176 Pups were completed,
some al other locations after the demise of
Beagle Aircraft at Shoreham. Perhaps a little
surprisingly, more than half remain operational
around the world. with 51 still registered in
the UK.

The 200hp two-seat acrobatic B.125 Bulldog
military trainer was derived frout the Beagle
Pup prior to the collapse of Beagle Aircraft in
February 1970, although only one prototype
had been completed by that time. The project
was taken over by Scottish
Aviation at Prestwick and eventually a
total of 331 examples were completed.
including 132 for the Royal Air Force as the
Bulldog 11.

Most of the military aircraft have now been
withdrawn from service but [he type has proved
very popular with private owners on the civilian
market: the UK alone currently has 57 on the
civil register, a growing number of which are
now operating on an LAA Permit to Fly.

The six-ship fly-by at Shoreham on 27
September consisted of.

G-ULHI Bulldog 101 (ex-Swedish Air Force)
Robert Miller

G-BOUS Bulldog 122 (ex-Ghana Air Force)
Derek Long
O G-BHXA Bulldog 1210 (ex-Botswana Air
Force) Jeremy Pratt

G-IPUP Pup 150 William Lonergon
0 G-GGRR Bulldog 121 (ex-RAF 77614)
Derek Sharpe

G-WINI Bulldog 121 (ex-RAF XX546)
Sandy Bole

NOVEMBER 2014 I LIGHT AVIATION 09



PROJECT NEWS

Prive le News
Projects to inspire others to build their own aeroplane

Comp ed by Daniel Francis

T his month's Project News is a relatively busy one, so a
big thank you to all those that have contributed. As
promised, David Glowa details his experience of how

his Europa XS, G-GGVJ, was born out of his time involved
manufacturing airframes for Europa. Michael Donnelly, with
his build partner Hugh Quinn, describe their X'air Hawk's
journey to its first flight this month, while designer/builder
Andy Best of the unique Blue Two design updates Project
News of his latest progress —an informative insight for those
contemplafing designing their own project.

September was a busy month tor aircraft cleared for tlight. with a total
of 12 joining the ranks As my predecessor Adrian would fatten coniment
Irds month is pretty clos• to my oertect hangar (jest need a Beech 18 of
course!) Following mySpiftire issue last month. three SpiGre MK2Ets

, • •


have heen cleared to take their rightful place in the skies:
photographic reconnaissance liveried G-CIEN: David
Bishop's O-CEFC dirst flight p:cture featured last month),
and the Enstone 'Spitfire Squadron' G-ENAA (aka EN-Al.

On the vintage front, there are two Bulldogs. G-GBBS art::
th• appropriately registered Ci-DOGG alongside Tiger Moth

G-A0Zt I. Ouster 5 G-AJXC and Chipmunk G-CGAO The
vintage aircraft appearing •n the register make a significant

proportion of the monthly listings. If you own or have been
involved with the transfer of such a type to the LAA piease get in

touch and share your story .

Whether you've just started or are adding the finishing touches. in
fact whatever stage you're at. please get :n toucli with Project News al
projecInewsdiaa-archive ong.:)k

• • A

MICHAEL DONNELLY

BUILT BY Michael Donnelly and Hugh Quinn, this is the first Rotax
912-powered X'air Hawk in Northern Ireland. It took to the skies in the
capable hands of inspector and test pilot William McMinn on 15 August
this year and test flying was completed on 8 September. Michael takes
up the story:

The kit arrived from John Anderson (X'air East www.xairuk.com) at the
beginning of September 2013. With the blessing of my LAA Inspector,
William McMinn, work began on the wings. These were completed fairly
quickly, as I found the build manual easy to follow and all the parts are
numbered. To save space and for safe keeping, the wings were tied up to
the roof of my workshop. the covering would be done later following a trial
fit to the fuselage.

Due to work commitments, building was put on hold unfil the start of
2014. The fuselage structure was again straightforward to build. The
installation of the engine (we had been able to purchase a low-hour
Rotax 912. complete with all the ancillaries), including the
wiring and carburettor set-up, was made easy thanks to my inspector

being an experienced Rotax engineer. The standard Rotax radiator
requires cutting to the sides of the cowling, which leaves the radiator
sticking out each side and spoils the clean lines of the cowling. To stop
this, I had a local company fabricate a water radiator to fit perfectly into
the cowling.

The build was completed ready for final inspection at the end of June
but due to a number of factors —including holidays —the test flying was
not started until August. This was to be carried out at Carrickmore airfield.

William had agreed to do the test flying and I can't describe the
emotions seeing your aircraft fly for the first time. After landing. William
adjusted the prop, which needed coarsening slightly, and reduced the
idle speed on the throttle. The radiator was working fine and with the
cowls removed all was looking good. The test flying was completed over
a few weeks, without any further adjustments. The aircraft has now got
it full Permit to Fly and performance is good with airspeeds of 80mph at
4.100rpm, 90mph at 4.500rpm and 100mph at 4,850rpm. A satisfactory
conclusion with thanks to William. Gordon Salter and the LAA.

William McMinn with the newly completed X'air,
the first to be completed in Northern Ireland
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1.000 HOURS they said to build a Europa! Whenever anyone asks me
how long have I been building my aeroplane I tell them. "One marriage, two
kids, two dogs. one house rebuild, two house renovations, two businesses
and three jobs." The next question that usually follows is when will it fly? I
can now proudly answer with a big smile that it has flown.

I suppose in a way the start of my Europa began when my hang gliding
friend Jonti Docker came to me one day and asked if I was interested in
making bits for aeroplanes. He was a sole trader in the composite trade
and he had been approached via a contact at Mainair Sports to make
some doors, cowls and instrument panels for a guy up in North Yorkshire
called Ivan Shaw. I did not have any experience of glass fibre but I was
working in the construction industry on in-situ concrete frames. therefore
I did have some idea of moulds and casting etc. even if it wasn't exactly
with aeroplanes_ As it was nearing Christmas I had two weeks off and I
said I would give it a go. The rest; as they say, is history.

We formally set up 3D Mouldings Ltd and within a year we were asked
to start making the fuselages. meaning that we had to move to larger
premises and take on more staff to keep up with demand. Things just
could not get any better - at peak we were employing nearly 20 staff and
producing virtually four full airframes a week.

I had started hang gliding back in 1978 and my only experience of
power was the early trikes produced by Mainair in 1980, when I flew
one at a hang gliding event at Mere. It was not until Ivan decided that he
wanted to start producing pre-made wings for the XS that I considered
power, so Jonti and I did a deal and we ended up with a box of bits and
Ivan got his XS wings.

As anyone knows who runs a business, anything that is really
interesting does not pay the bills and is always put to the bottom of the
priority list. So all the bits sat in a box with nothing doing. We were now
sending out fuselages one week and wings the next: Jonti was busy with
the tooling and the masters for the new Liberty XL2; whilst I was busy
keeping up production of the Europa. It was around that time I decided
that we had to get started on what was our aeroplane - so the build
began. To compound things. we were asked to make the tooling for the
glider wings and a start was also made on the pre-made tailplanes.

Then things started to get a bit more, what can I say, interesting. The
Liberty project went off to America and Europa was hived off. Jonti and I
decided to part-company and I was left holding the baby (3D Mouldings
that is). Part of the deal was that I kept the part-built Europa (all that
had been done up to that point was that the controls were fitted into the
cockpit module).

By this time I was married with two kids, a dog and a half-built house,
and nothing was happening to the aeroplane. The new management at
Europa and I did not work out as they decided to move the major
component production to Slingsby, so I gave notice to Europa that 3D
was closing and did a deal with Slingsby to set-up its production line.
I had hoped to do some work on my Europa whilst there but that
unfortunately didn't happen. When I wasn't working at Slingsby I was
building the house.

Eventually. as I could see that the need for my services were coming to
an end. I parted with Slingsby and needed to get a job. My own Europa
went back on the trailer; still no further on and into the garage for another
year or two before we could move into the new house and I could free up
some fime to get on with the aeroplane.

I was now sensitised to epoxy resins to such an extent that if I went
anywhere near raw epoxy then I would get a severe reaction with
swelling to my face and hands, itching like a demented ape and had
hives all over my body - not what you need when constructing a
composite aircraft. Every time I did a lay-up or gluing I would suffer with
the symptoms for the next week or so, with contact dermatitis and the
humiliation of a fat red face and itching all the time.I'm still on the tablets
10 years later to control the effects of the resins.

My experience of GA aircraft was negligible, and when we decided
which version to build we went tor the mono because we thought it
looked better. No consideration was given as to whether we could fly it
as both of us had no experience of fixed-wing aircraft. Similarly, when
it came to the instruments, all I went off was what I read in the manuals
and magazines. I did consider building the traditional taildragger but there
wasn't an approved mod available at that time so I stuck with keeping
it as near to the build manual as possible to cut out all the bureaucracy
and paperwork. It became a love-hate relationship, wanting to get on with
it but knowing that every time there was any wet work that I would be
suffering. Graham Singleton was my inspector to start with: he kept me
going for a while.

I also had the not insignificent challenge of learning to fly, this was
also a protracted affair, nothing like the promotion videos - building and
learning to fly in a year. No. it took me something like four years due to
time, money and everything else taking priority.., you know how it is.
I was spurred on by a phone call from a farmer over the hill, Richard
Wheelwright, who was interested in building a Europa. He found an
untouched kit in Belfast and we went over to have a look, bought it and
the race was on to finish before him.
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Eventually it started coming together, fuselage, wings, cockpit all done.
and then came the big spending —engine and instruments. I'm sure a lot
of you know where I am coming from, how do I convince my wife that it
will all be worthwhile in the end? Buying them one at a time, waiting for
the parcel to arrive, opening it with a big grin on your face, knowing that
you've got to break the bad news that the next one will be even more
expensive. Then those proverbial words. "Is that the last one?" with you
knowing full well that it isn't.

Eventually I got to the painting stage. Having built everything up to this
point, there was no way that I was going to get it done professionally,
besides, I could not afford to. I set up the garage as a temporary paint
booth with visqueen curtains all round and extraction fans. 1had a full
head hood piped up to the compressor tor fresh air, full coverall and
gloves, and to make sure the epoxy did not get me, I covered all my
hands, arms, face and neck with barrier cream and then Vaseline. You
can imagine what it was like on a nice warm summer's day! I might as
well have been naked for the difference it made, suffering the same old
symptoms for the next week, only for them to be repeated again and
again until I had all the components completed. It was not going to win
any prizes but I got it painted. If anyone can tell it's not perfect when it's
flying at 3,000ft at 100kt, then who cares!

Then came the day. No. not my first flight; Richard sent me a text saying

his had flown and it was on YouTube. He had beaten me, and a beautiful

aircraft it was too, no expense spared (he must have a very understanding
wife). It would be another year before mine would be anywhere near ready
to fly. But the day finally came, aircraft complete. paperwork complete and
signed off by the living encyclopaedia of Europa, Nev Eyre.

There it was, aircraft poised for take-off in the capable hands of David
Hardaker. It's at this point when things start going through your mind.
Have you done everything? Have you checked, double-checked and

I . . - - - . -
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ANDREW BEST

OVER THESE last two months I have been laying 200gm carbon twill
fabric on the sanded and smoothed blue foam planks that form the
fuselage shape. Four layers have been applied forward of the wing
centre section, three to the back of the cockpit and two layers down
towards the tail. Compared to making the tailplane, this process seems to
consume vast amounts of cloth and resin. It really does feel like I'm piling
on the weight. The estimated target weight for the bare fuselage structure
is 40kg but it would be nice to see it down at 35kg to allow for future
unexpected weight penalties. There's still a long way to go however, with

the bulkheads, cross-members, floor and root ribs to be added, and then
the filling and painting to be done.

On the finishing front, I have two pictures showing the sudace on the
outside of the fuselage, once the peel ply has been removed. In the first
(Pic 1), the rather coarse texture of the fabric weave is apparent. This is
typical of a fully wetted-out cloth but with no excess resin. To finish this
surface requires further coat(s) of epoxy to fill the inevitable pinholes
and then the application of epoxy and microballoons as a filler. I can only
equate the sanding process involved in smoothing this lot down as akin

(Above) Pic 2: this shows a 'wetter' lay-up
which leaves a better surface requiring less
remedial work.

Pic 1: the finish on a 'minimal resin' lay-up leaves a fair amount of prep
before the surface can be primed
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iochecked again? Having signed about ten different versions of the
same form, there are still doubts as to whether you have done it
right. There is no going back, you hear the throttle go to full and
low and behold a few seconds later it comes right past your eyes
six feet off the ground. I totally blew it with the photos with my head
being so messed up. Then there is that moment of realisation
when it dawns on you that all those years of graft. planning,
disappointments and frustration all seem worth it as you see. The
Dream, as Ivan sells it to you. come to fruition.

So to round up the project. I took it on not knowing what the
implications were, was sold the dream, but had many a nightmare
wishing that I had never started, but now I am there I am so glad
that I never gave up. Was it worlh it? Well, yes. I have learnt so
much, met so many people with the same goals and interests, and
never felt so content as when it flew. You cannot describe it unless
you have gone through it, so if you are having any doubts, keep
going or you will probably never realise that level of self-satisfaction.

It flew straight as an arrow and by the time you read this, it should
have completed its test flights and I will be on my way to learning
how to fly the damn thing. And to all you Europa owners, it has been
a pleasure having been involved in the manufacture of the kit from
the early days with Ivan. Andy and Neville. It is nice to know there is
a little bit of me in every one of your aircraft.

o

• • • . .
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to sanding granite. The second (Pic 2) showing a reinforcing strip
over what I call 'the roll cage', which produced a 'Eureka' moment
for me. The finish is filled and remarkably smooth: so smooth
that it could take the primer directly without any further finishing
ops. It comes about as a result of having what would normally be
considered as an excessively wet lay-up: if only I had discovered
this at the start of covering the fuselage. But designing and building
your own aeroplane is one long voyage of discovery.

What will be the cockpit canopy moulding was cut off using a
Bosch Multitool —a vibrating saw of the same ilk as used in hospitals
for cutting the plaster off broken limbs. Interestingly, apart from
the horrendous racket it makes, it generates carbon fibre dust that
is drawn into the machine with the cooling air, and being able to
conduct electricity, promptly shorts out the motor and trips the circuit
breaker in the fuse box. It all adds to the profitability of the swear box!
The cockpit interior shows the wooden support frame and two of the
dummy formers that were used to shape the fuselage sides, along
with an initial assessment of the position of the (carbon fibre) pedals.

In the final picture, having already made the engine cowl
mouldings, I was able to cut off the front of the fuselage. I have also
added a foam doubler around the cockpit opening. which when
'carboned' will add considerable strength to this area.

'ELF AND SAFETY'
I can imagine many of you joining with me and shouting at the telly
when we see a group of building planners standing in a grassy field,
having to wear high-viz jackets and hard hats because the field
has been declared a building site. Apart from this sort of nonsense,
there is no doubt that the workplace is far safer now than it has
ever been. Much has been written about the hazards of working
with epoxy resins but my perception is that the modern epoxies

are far more benign than their predecessors. In
spite of this, I always wear thin nitrile

rubber gloves and lately.
a lightweight chemical

resistant overall, although
the latter is mainly to
prevent complaints from
the household laundry
department about
epoxy on my clothes.

For me, a much
worse hazard is the
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The forward fuselage
with engine cowl

section removed.
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dust. The fine dust from the blue foam Isa surprising irritant that can
cause red and incredibly itchy patches on my hands up to 24 hours
after a period of sanding. Always try to cover up as much as you can.
including your hair, wear a proper dust mask, not one of those rather
useless paper things. and try to ensure plenty of ventilation in the
workplace.

Absolutely essential is a magnifying glass, a modelling knife and a
pair of tweezers. Anyone who has handled carbon fibre mouldings will
know why. Just picking up a carbon part can leave you with several
splinters of carbon embedded in your skin. They are very fine and
brittle, and need removing immediately.

WEIGHT AND BALANCE
In designing your own aeroplane. one of the very first tasks is to
assess the weight of the components and the position of those
weights. In designing a microlight, the weight limits of 300kg for a
single-seater and 450kg for two seats are obviously key —exceed
them and you haven't got a microlight The maximum stall speed
requirement of 35kt is also affected by the weight (and of course the
wing area and the effectiveness of the flaps).

The position of the weights relative to one another fixes the
position of the centre of gravity, or balance point as we used to
say as aeromodellers. This position needs to lie between about
25% and 34% of the mean average wing chord. I use an Excel
spreadsheet to log the estimated weights and their relative positions,
with only four columns being required. The first is just a list of every
item (and ifs easy to forget things) on the aeroplane. Many of the
items can be grouped together of course —like the instruments or
the undercarriage, wheels and brakes. The second column is the
estimated weight of the item. Some item weights like the engine,
wheels and fuel are easy to obtain but others, like the bare fuselage.
are much more difficult. It is here that CAD systems come into their
own as they automatically generate a figure for the volume of the part
modelled and with a suitable density input, the weight of the pan is
given. Of course, the part needs to be modelled fairly accurately but
with the inevitable design changes to the model, the weight changes
are easy to obtain.

The third column is the distance (or moment) of the centre of
gravity of the part or group of parts from a fixed point or datum.
I use the wing leading edge as the datum, with parts in front of the
leading-edge being positive and parts behind negative. The final
column is a multiplication of the second and third columns i.e.
distance times weight.

Adding every weight in the second column gives a total weight of the
aircraft. Dividing this weight into the sum of the fourth column (adding
the positive values and subtracting the negative ones) gives the
distance of the aircraft centre of gravity from the datum chosen.
So in my case this division yields a figure of around minus 300mm,
which is the position of the C of G behind the leading edge. On a
chord of 1.150mm this is 26% —perhaps a little nose heavy.

The beauty of using Excel is that it is easy to see the effect on the
C of G position of changes to the weight of the fuel and the weight of
the passengers. I have created a further four columns to record the
actual weights and distances as my build continues. You do not want
to be surprised at the final pre-flight weigh-in.
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The fuselage after the canopy mould section has been
removed. Note the false bulkheads and carbon rudder B
pedals placed in position.
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MENDELSSOHN
EUROPE'S LARGEST STOCKIST OF QUALITY NEW, USED & OVERHAULED AVIONICS

Mit *WI S 0 maw Cni
As our inventory changes daily, please call to discuss your requirements

0131 447 7777 0131 452 9004 WWW.GPS.CO.UK
• • •

illp •WAAS GPS
Altimeter
GoTofunction
Groundspeed
Track
Dtstance

GARMIN02 Pilotwatch£290
NEWGDU460Much 10"display
TneNEWGarminGDUal0touchscreenis
a10nighresolutiondisplayforthenom
built:experimentalmarketG3XSystem
onus88thoutEISstartatjust....£3595

Virh Elite ActionCamera
ant

Wrth GPSAviation
Bundle 	 E265

With 02 Aviation

Bundle 	 £495

/EFLA795

/ERA500touchscreenNS £399

ARA7951ouchsueenBPSE1125

GPSMAP695 GPS	 £995

Portable ADS-B
with Attitude

60L3930unitonly	 £485
0OL3930withDCcable	 £525
0013930wicableendbetteryE560

Interfacecable	 £40

GTR225ACorn8.33kHz 
 £1695
GNC255ANan/Corn	 £2550
GN8430(recertified)from	 £3800
GTX328ModeStransponoer £1695
GMA340Audiopanel	 £875

EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTOR FOR DYNON AVIONICS
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SKYVIEWTouch

Thelatesttouchscreendisplay SV-07007'display . £1635 NEWD2PocketPanelE925
5V-1110001/8Inisolay £2495 SV-D100010"d:sway£2195 ponabletrueattitudemdcator
SI/AP-PANELA8Pilat:388781E360SV-ADAHRS-100	 £750 DI aiscavailablo £795

SY-KNOB-PANEL	 E160SV-EMS-ZEO/A	 £385 ERS-D6	 £11100

SV-INTERCOM-25	 £195 SV-XNP011-262MuneS£1150 ERS-DIOA 

ERS-13100	

£1375

£1550

NEWSV-COM-X83VHF833E1375SV-GPS-250GPSreciner£125 EMS-D120	 £1375
NEWVideoInputadaptor£130 SV-32Autohlotservo.. £475 FlightDEK-D180E2050

SKYVIEW

NEW Bad-Elf Pro+ GPSE189
Bad Elf Pro GPS 	 £115
Bad Elf 1f100GPS	 £85
NEW Bad Elf1008GPS £85
Garmin GLOGPS 	 E75
Garmin GLOAviation 	 85
GNS 2000 GPS	 £65
DUALXGPS150EGPS 	 £75
DUALXGPS160GPS 	 £110
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Isrimnad ccrntna and noise anonuatmon

nine moth cmimacuvryale auto shutnal

NEWZULUPFXANR Headset E695

ZULU.2ANR GAversion 	 E540
ZULU.2ANR Helicopter 	 E540
ZULU.2ANRLomepanelversar £540
Sierra ANR GAversion  £415
with bluetoothandmusicinput

MONROY Traffic Watch +
Traffic Avoidance System

ATD-300Traffic Watch+ E 550
ATD-300with ANT300 f 750

ATD-300w; ARINC& ANT f 950
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Prices include programming


AMERI-KINGAK-451-21ELTJTSO

approved406MHzELT . f599

AMERI-KINGAK-451-15ELTJTSO

HELICOPTERversion	 £795

FASTFIND220PLEI	 £189

GIVIEMT4100PLB E249
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HM5I child headset	 f 89
Peltor 8006 GA headset £199

Peltor Helicopterheadset	 £225

DavidClark H10-30 	 £199
DavidClark H10-13.4	 £229
DavidClarkH10-13H	 £249
DavidClark H10-60 	 £259
NEWDavidClarkProXENC£437
SennheiserHME110	 £204
SennheiserHMEC250	 £330
SennheiserHMEC26BK-2£495
SennheiserS1 passive £249
SennheiserSI noiseguard£465
SennheiserSI DigitalANR £665
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Electronic Circuit Breaker
VP-XSPORT E875
VP-X PRO	 £1330

•

EKP-VEFISSystem	 £1895
ULTRAEFISBPS 	 f 825

: D

KX165A-02Nay/Con-83308E3500
KRAIOAPEN':heedadiftornf351:10
NEWKT74 fie Si:Fs:your £1795
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KN64 DME(OHCI	 £1195
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AV8ORGPS £146
AV8ORACEGPS £329
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A20 GAtwin plug	 £667
A20 GAtwinplugwthluetooth£737

A20 Helicoptermbluetooth„ £737
A20 Lemoinstalledversion	 £667

A20 Lerno%blue-tooth	 E737
Installedwiring harness f 30
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1721 ModeStransponder£1395
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ATRI333with LCDdisplay f 995

TRT800H transponder E1720
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Harry's HM4O £99
NEWHM40 ANR £229
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PaneldockBPS 695 £149
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IC AGESaorspc £208

IC-A6EPropack £308

IC-A24ESportspk £275

IC A24EPropack £375

1C-A110 £625

We stock a full range
of Icorn Accessorres

IC-A6EandIC A24Etransceivers

nowhave833kHzchannelspacing

Receivers
lntekAR109 	 f 58
loomIC-R6	 £179
loomIC-RX20	 £339

A

Hero3 Black adventure 	 E300
Hero3 Silver 	 E234
All accessories avadahleon line
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HM2 place portable 	 f 99
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HM4 place portable 	 E119

SigtronicsSPAM 	 £169
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PM 500EX panelmount4pore f 199

PM 10004placepricesnom f249
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FS450luel flow  495
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•
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NON ISO INSTRUMENTS
MINGOA
GH030vacuum horizon 	 £375

GH025electric horizon 14volt E850

00031 0 G vacuum 	 £315
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BC2A Vertical Seca Indicator E129
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BK13AA S I 20-100knots 	 E119
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SurvivalProducts
4-6PersonRafts

TheLightestmostcompactraftintheWorld

Raft with canopy 	 £1099
Raft with equipment 	 £1299
HM SurvivorSlim line lifejacket

with whistle and light 	 £65
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AeroCompactRah

2PersonRafts
Raft 	 f 699
Raft with canopy £799
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Shuttleworth's
Air Race Day
at Old arden

One of this season'sbest air displaysanywhere, saysNigel Hitchman.


Pictures Nigel Hitchman.

he first weekend in October saw what
was probably the biggest collection of
air racing aircraft in the UK for many
years gather at Old Warden for the
Shuttleworth Collection's Air Racing

Airshow. And what a treat it was.
The first 'race was a commemoration of the

1934 MacRobertson International Air Race from
Mildenhall to Melbourne, Australia. Won by
the de Havilland DH88 Corner Racer G-ACSS
flown by Charles Scott and Torn Campbell-
Black, and today owned by the Shuttleworth
Collection and flown by 'Dodge' Bailey. the
Cornet led the way and was joined by five
other aircraft representing types flown in the
race: the Shuttleworth Collection's Desoutter

G-AAPZ: Peter Holloway's Miles M3 Falcon
0-AFFG, Richard Seeley's RHODA Puss Moth
G-ABLS: Richard Earl and Brian Morris's
Miles tyl2W Hawk Major G-AIDWT, and Philip
Meeson's DI-189A Dragon Rapide G-AGSH.

Next up was a celebration of the Cape Town
long distance racers, with the Cornet Racer
joined by the two Percival Mew Gulls. G-AEXP
and G-HEKL, for their first ever flight together
plus Steve Noujairrts Van's RV-7 G-IIXF in
which he finally bebered Alex Henshaw's
record for the Cape Flight in 2012.

The Goodyear lrophy for Formula One racers
followed, with one of the original 1947 LeVier
Cosmic Winds, G-ARUL. Ballarena chasing a
first time Formoa One Racer from 2014. Trevor

Jarvis in Taylor Titch G-AYZH Catch 22
Ten vintage air racers then took part in a

mock handicap ar race, live circuits around
the course and with the fastest aircraft the
Spartan Executive and Hawk Speed Six,
taking-off with the DI-160 Moth and Chilton DWI
having already completed two laps. It was
spectacular to see the taster aircraft zooming
around the course overtaking everyone, but
in the end it was Ihe slowest that won. Clare
lector in the original Chilton DWI. G-AESZ.

ttAth a formation of Gladiator. Hurricane and
Lysander and then MI aircraft, Lympne
Trials and the Edwardians displaying. this was
truly one of the best at displays of the season
anywhere.
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AIR RACE DAY

(Left) It was as late as January 1934 that the de Havilland Company
commenced the design of a new aircraft to compete in that year's
MacRobertson International Air Race. It was decided to build
three aircraft and sell them at less than cost but hopefully do well
in the race and gain all due prestige. The first DH88 Comet flew
on 8 September in the guise of G-ACSP Black Magic which was
the only aircraft to have a proper flight test evaluation. G-ACSS
Grosvenor House first flew on 9 October with the unnamed
G-ACSR following three days later. Not only was the Comet a
brand new design, it also had highly modified Gipsy Six R engines
and new Ratier propellers. Just 20 hours of development flying
had been carried out on all three aircraft before the race and apart
from test pilot Hubert Broad, only Charles Scott had accumulated
more than an hour's flying time with just 83 minutes, half of the
total time accumulated by G-ACSS!

Taking off in the early morning of 20 October in front of an
amazing 60,000 spectators, Scott and Campbell-Black set course
for Melbourne, arriving 70 hours 54 minutes and 18 seconds later,
of which over 65 hours had been spent in the air. They had won
the speed race by over 20 hours and would also have won the
handicap race but for the rule that they were only allowed to win
one prize.

After returning to the UK by ship, G-ACSS was exhibited
around the country before returning to Hatfield in January 1935. It
was then sold to the Air Ministry and went to Martlesham Heath for 


trials. After a second undercarriage collapse in the hands of the
Air Ministry during June 1936, incredibly the Comet was disposed
of and sold for scrap! Fortunately rescued, ACSS was rebuilt by
Jack Cross and flew again in August 1937. It appeared in various
colours and names for the next year, and flew in the 1937 Kings
Cup, but only placed 12th. However, in November it set a new
record of five days 17 hours from Croydon to Cape Town and
back, a record that was broken by Henshaw in Mew Gull G-AEXF
in 1939. Then in February 1938 it set a record for London to
Blenheim, New Zealand and back in only 11 days, a record which
still stands to this day.

Unfortunately the Comet was then stored outside at
Gravesend under a tarpaulin and remained there until 1944
when it was rescued by de Havilland's PR Manager Martin Sharpe
and taken to Salisbury Hall. Cosmetically rebuilt after the war,
G-ACSS was seen at various static displays before being donated
to the Shuttleworth Collection in 1965. Restoration started
in-house in the late 70s, but was handed over to RAE
Farnborough, with final assembly at Hatfield culminating in a first
flight on 17 May 1987.

G-ACSS continued to fly from Hatfield until it closed in 1993
and it was then transported by road to Old Warden. One flight was
made in 2002 but resulted in a landing accident and the Comet did
not fly again until August 2014 after re-design of the landing gear
and lengthening and smoothing of the Old Warden runway.

- 911/

-

(Above)Percival Mew
Gull G-AEXF was built as ZS-
AHM for Alistair Martin to compete in
the Schlesinger Air Race (Portsmouth to
Johannesburg) in 1936. Three Mew Gulls started in the race, but
ZS-AHM only got as far as Belgrade. It was sold to Alex Henshaw
in 1937 and competed in numerous air races, including winning
the King's Cup in 1938, culminating in Henshaw's record flight to
Cape Town and back in February 1939.

The aircraft was sold to France in July 39, flew twice there and
was then stored for the duration of the war, fortunately remaining
undiscovered by the Germans. It was rediscovered by Hugh
Scrope in 1950 who ferried it back to Blackbushe for restoration
by Doug Bianchi. Even after several crashes, rebuilds and
modifications in the 50s and 60s, XF won the King's Cup again
in 1955 in the hands of Peter Clifford. After a final crash in 1965,
the aircraft ended up passing through several owners including a

'museum' which had the wing sawn off, went bankrupt and left the
aircraft derelict in Essex.

Rescued by Tom Storey and Martin Barraclough in 1972, it was
rebuilt as a PFA project with a new wing and much new structure,
and flew again in 1978. A couple more crashes later, it was rebuilt
by Skysport Engineering back to the Cape flight configuration in
1990. Now based with Desmond Penrose at Old Warden, sadly
it had another major crash in 1991 and was rebuilt again by AJD
Engineering, flying in 1998. From 2002 until 2013 it was owned
by Robert Fleming and flown regularly with the Real Aeroplane
Company at Breighton, before returning to Old Warden after
purchase by the Shuttleworth Collection at the end of 2013.

G-HEKL was built by David Beale (see Light Aviation August
2014) to represent G-AEKL, which was flown in the 1936 King's
Cup by Edgar Percival, finishing fourth. It was then supposed to
be flown in the Schlesinger race by Tom Campbell-Black, but was
involved in a ground collision at Liverpool with a Hawker Hart, in
which Campbell-Black later died of his injuries. EKL was rebuilt for
Charles Gardner who won the 1937 King Cup in her, beating Alex
Henshaw in AEXF and Edgar Percival in his new Mew Gull X-2,
G-AFAA. That was the end of the headlines for EKL though; it
was destroyed at Lympne in a bombing raid in 1940.
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(Above)One of three Miles Hawk Speed Sixs built, G-ADGP
competed in the King's Cup in 1936, 1937 and 1938, with a highest
placing of 10th. Stored during WWII, it was refurbished by Miles
and flown again in 1946, being raced by Miles test pilots in
various events during 1946 and 1947. Ron Paine bought it in 1948,
modifying it and racing it successfully for a number of years; he
was second in the 1950 King's Cup and although only coming fifth
in 1951, he set a fastest lap speed of 192mph which was to stand
as the world 100km closed circuit class Clb record for 25 years.
Although he set the fastest time in five King's Cup races, Paine
never managed a win, claiming two second places before selling
the aircraft in 1965. After several ownership changes, some not

(Right)The first Chilton DW1 powered by a 32hp Carden Ford,

G-AESZ was first flown in April 1937 by RanaId Porteous who then

flew it at many air races and displayed until it was sold in late 1938.

After passing through several owners it was extensively damaged


in a crash in 1951. The wreckage was eventually bought by Roy

Nerou, who rebuilt it to original condition which saw it fly again

for the first time in 50 years in 2001. It has been a regular at the


Shuttleworth Collection ever since. Flown by Clare Tector in the

mock handicap air race Clare crossed the finish line in first place.

(Above)The Desoutter was ased on the Dutch Koolhoven FK41,
41 being produced, mostly for National Flying Services who
assembled G-AAPZ from parts supplied by Desoutter and in
whose colours G-AAPZ is painted. This aircraft came fourth in
the 1933 King's Cup and was also entered in the 1934 race but
didn't finish. In 1935 it was sold to Richard Shuttleworth and today
remains part of the Shuttleworth Collection, having been restored
to fly again in the late 90s, over 50 years since it had last flown.
APZ was flown in the MacRobertson commemoration representing
the Danish Desoutter OV-DOD which completed the race in 130
hours, flown by Danish Army pilot Michael Hansen on a month's
leave. A few days after arriving in Australia, the aircraft was flown
back to Denmark and was used to establish a local airline.
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very good modifications and fire damage on landing at Elstree,
DGP was acquired by David Hood and rebuilt by Ron Paine, flying
again in 1972 when Paine again finished second in the King's Cup.

Being based at Old Warden, it entertained the crowds at
airshows there until being sold in the USA in 1985. Rescued by
Ron Souch and his American friend Tom Buffaloe, ADGP arrived
back at Ron's workshops in late 1986 for a complete rebuild to as
close to its original specification as possible. Its first flight was in
May 1989 and the aircraft was then kept by Buffaloe at Old Warden
for the next 10 years before being sold to current owner Roger
Mills, who maintains it in immaculate condition at White Waltham,
interestingly still with its original Gipsy Six engine!

(Left)First flown in 1936, Miles M3A Falcon G-AEEG was soon sold
to Sweden where it was operated until the Swedish authorities
refused to renew its C of A in 1961, whereupon it was flown back to
England for sale. Extensively rebuilt in the early 60s and again in
the 70s, AEEG won the King's Cup in 1979 flown by Ian Dalziel. After
another extensive restoration by Skysport Engineering in the 90s,
AEEG is now owned by Peter Holloway and kept at Old Warden.

Although a King's Cup winner in its own right, AEEG was also
flown in the MacRobertson celebration representing the prototype
Miles Falcon G-ACTM which was built for Harold Brooks and
flown by him in the race. He made it to Australia in 26 days and 20
hours, well after the official end of the race, but after spending a
few months in Australia, flew back in seven days 19 hours and 50
minutes, which was a solo record at the time.

(Below)Design by Lockheed test pilot Tony LeVier and colleagues
aiming to win the Goodyear trophy for Formula One racers,
originally three Cosmic Winds were built in 1947 and 1948.
Although coming third and fourth in the 1947 race, they weren't
considered successful and with Lockheed not happy that its test
pilots were air racing, the aircraft were soon sold on. G-ARUL/
N22C Ballerina was imported into the UK in 1961 and was soon
bought by the Tiger Club. In 1964 Dennis Hartas won the King's
Cup in G-ARUL and Neil Williams flew it in the World Aerobatics
competition, although without success.

G-ARUL crashed at the start of a race at Halfpenny Green
in 1966 and although written off, it was rebuilt as Ballernia II by
P G Bannister in 1973, using mostly new components (the original
structure still exists, stored in an LAA
member's garage). Sold to Pete Kynsey
in 1984, he has owned it ever since
and regularly displays it at airshows.



AIR RACE DAY

(Above)Richard Seeley's DH80A Puss Moth G-ABLS competed in the King's Cup in 1933 and 1934, but was flown in the MacRobertson
commemoration by Francis Donaldson representing VH-U00, which was flown by Jimmy Melrose in the 1934 race. Melrose had flown
the aircraft from Australia to England with the intention of taking back a new Leopard Moth. Melrose was the only pilot to complete the
race solo and came second in the handicap section, beaten only by the KLM Douglas DC-2

(Rght)The Shuttleworth Collection's Comper Swift G-ACTF

started life as VT-ADO for a trip to India, one of three Comper


Swifts to compete in the 1933 Viceroy Challenge air race in Delhi.

Returning to England in 1934, it passed through several owners


before becoming the long term mount of Alan Chalkley, who sold

it to The Shuttleworth Collection in 1996.

(Above) Richard Seeley's Miles M11 Whitney Straight G-AERV
first flew in late 1936 and changed hands several times before
being force landed in Northern Ireland in 1963 and then loaned to
a museum. Stored in a chicken shed, it deteriorated badly before
the owner died and the aircraft was bought by Richard Seeley
and completely rebuilt by Ron Souch, flying again in September
2008. While G-AERV doesn't have an air racing history, Whitney
Straights came second and fourth in the 1937 King's Cup.

(Above)The Spartan 7W Executive was in the late 30s what a top
of the range executive jet is today. Only 34 were built but well over
half survive and the only two outside of the USA are both owned
by Nigel Pickard and are based at Little Gransden. Both came
to Old Warden for this event. NC17615 was built in 1938 and
competed in the Bendix Trophy air race in 1938, although
it was not among the top finishers. The race was won
by Jackie Cocheran flying a Seversky P-35 fighter.

(Below) First flown in Nov 1935, the Miles M2W Hawk Trainer II had
a variety of British owners until sold to Father John MacGillivary,

a Canadian Air Force Chaplin based in Europe in 1961, who
imported it into Canada as CF-NXT in 1964 and flew it until 1984,

when he donated it to the EAA museum at Oshkosh. Bought by
Brian Morris and Richard Earl, it came back to the UK in 2000
for restoration at the Newbury Aeroplane Company, flying
again in 2004, back in its original red and silver colours.

After appearing at the 'Great Vintage Flying Weekend'
at Abingdon in 2004, it has been seen very rarely.

However, thanks to the efforts of Peter Holloway
the Permit was renewed and the aircraft was
brought to Old Warden for Peter to display

in the MacRobertson commemoration,
representing the Miles Hawk Major

ZK-ADJ which made it to Melbourne
in 118 hours' flying time.
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T ucked in a tent on the Europa Club's

stand at the Rally was an in-build
Europa, and the casual passer-by
might not have given it a second
glance. But that cowling and spinner

looks rather swish, made as they were in carbon
fibre, and isn't that a window in the rear of the
cockpit? Europas don't usually have a window
there do they? Hmmm, maybe this is something
a little special.

Special it indeed is because what was making
t its public debut at the Rally was Nigel Graham's

Callisto (named, fike the Europa, after one of
the moons of Jupiter). the aircraft he believes
Europa should have developed from its
original Classic monowheel. And he makes a
compelling case. I'll let Nigel take up the story.

I bought my Europa kit back in the mid '90s.
a little after the first wave of buyers but before
any customer aircraft had taken to the air
The monowheel landing gear was certainly
unusual in a powered aircraft but the company
promotional videos showed how easy if was to
land and take-off, and this little aeroplane was
ticking all the right boxes. There was a palpable
wave of optimism and anticipation amongst
those first builders.

As elated announcements of first flights
started to come through the general feedback

, was somewhat muted: I sensed more what
wasn't being said, rather than what was. A
number of those early monos changed hands
after very few flying hours, almost invariably for
significantly less money than thew creators had
lavished on building them. Why?

I got a clue when, in the late '90s, the UK's
Dyn'Aero agent. who was based at the same
airfield as me, commented that he was really
enthusiastic about tile Europa. Strange, I
thought, for a competing kit importer He
explained that he was also the agent for Arplast
Propellers, a popular choice for the Europa.
and he was getting a steady demand for new
propeller blades from owners who had been
having take-off and landing problems.

I made use of the then embryonic Internet to
research the AAIB reports of Europa incidents
and accidents. and compiled some statistics,
what a revelation that was. It seemed that there
really was an issue with prop-strikes, Ovei 68%fi
of recorded Europa accidents at that time were
due to 'loss of control on landing' and 25%
were attributed to 'loss of control at take-off',
caused mostly by veering off the runway.

A definite picture was emerging and as a
builder I was becoming acutely aware that
the monowheel was a lot more of a handful on
the ground than had been advertised. I was
also coming to the conclusion that my own
piloting skills might not be up to it as some
considerably more experienced pilots than I
were coming to grief. I even began to question
the whole concept of a monowheel. It was
the industry standard in the gliding world but
appeared to be causing pilots of all abilities
problems in the powered Europa. Why?
I dug out some old videos of a friend's

The Callisto in Nigel's new facility. Note
beautiful cowling profile and rear fuselage
window which are the obvious giveaways
that this is no ordinary Europa.

tra.
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really need. Again technology has moved on
and it has turned out perfectly for the new
wave of light but comprehensive digital glass
screens. I have included demister air vents
around the top edge of the panel to keep the
windscreen clean it amazes me how so many
aircraft owners have done without such basic
amenities for so many years! I added the rear
windows to give the cockpit a lighter and airier
feel. and I was fortunate that I was able to
get Barry Mellers, the original Europa stress
engineer, to do the calcs to show that there
was no reduction in fuselage integrity. I digress
back to the major detail, the undercarriage.

I have heard anecdotal stories of people
waking in the night having experienced a Eureka
moment in dreamland, but the solution to my
problem really did come to me that way! Chop
the seat module off and replace it completely
with a trapezoid section, full width cross-member
that houses all of the gear and suspension
components inside - then use this as the seat
base and bolt the control sticks to the front
face - simple, in theory at least. With the general
concept sorted, it was time to work on the detail.

I installed an AO drawing table in the
workshop and lofted the gear geometry onto
an accurately drafted cross-section of the
fuselage. This was somewhat anomalous as

my 'daytime' job was promoting high-end
Computer Aided Engineeffng Software (albeit
to the electronics industry), but then hypocrisy
is the first rule of sales (and parenthood)! I
cut out models of the gear legs from old Corn
Flakes packets and pinned them at their pivot
point to the table, allowing me to simulate
the suspension motion and travel. I call the
technique "Cardboard Aided Design' or CAD
for short.. I think it might catch on. For the
first time I began to get that childishly gleeful
feeling that this was do-able, it really would be
possible to achieve what I wanted. The next
problem was going to be sorting out a suitable
suspension system.

Having a passion for motorcycles, I naturally
looked covetously at rear monoshocks. "That
could work." I thought. I contacted a firm that
specialises in bespoke motorcycle suspension
units, explained what I was doing and they
invited me up to discuss the project in detail
with their applications specialist. "We supply
dampers to an aircraft factory in Yorkshire.
Europa Aviation I think they're called. Have you
ever heard of them?" he asked casually.

"Europa? It rings a bell," I replied.
We looked at single rate and dual rate

springs but eventually the realisation dawned...
When I looked at the wire sizes for the springs 


(Above)All masterpieces start with a dog-
eared drawing! Note my CAD (Cardboard
Aided Design) method to check gear leg
movements.

(Left)The main gear and airsprings as they
will fit into the cross-member. A vertically
mounted damper fits in the centre to take
care of rebound damping.

needed to support the weight of a Europa they
were massive. and because they would have
to be mounted horizontally within the cross-
member to keep the profile low, I would need
to operate them through bell cranks and drop
links, which would also be heavy. What's more,
the reaction loads on the cross member at
the bell-crank mounting point would be high,
requiring heavy reinforcement.., and so on and
so on. It was feasible but no way would it meet
the weight requirement of my self-imposed
Rule 2. The project stalled for a few years as
a young family, a hectic work schedule and
eternal house refurbishments occupied most of
my free time.

Then one rainy afternoon, while queuing
in a contraflow on the M3, mind in neutral,
my eyes lazily focused on the eye-level rear
axle of a brand new lorry in front of me. The
massive body was supported on a couple of
relatively small bellows type air-springs, with
the manufacturer's name 'Firestone' clearly
visible. A little light went on in my head. As
soon as I got home, I searched the web for
Firestone, found its 'industrial products' page
where lo and behold, I found 'Air Actuators/
Springs'. A comprehensive data sheet section
led me to an airspring that was low profile and
small enough to fit within the planned new
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seat module, had exactly the right operating
stroke, handled the load range I wanted, had
rising-rate characteristics and was LIGHT! All
the boxes ticked! The next morning I called
the Scottish agent and a few days later two
airsprings were sitting on my desk. Game on!

With rny 'enthusiometer' again registering
around ten. I carefully marked the position of
the front face of the seat to give the control
stick location, the aircraft centre line (datum)
and the control stick lateral positions onto the
fuselage bottom: from now on these would
become my reference marks. I then took the
momentous decision to cut off the seal section
of the cockpit module just ahead of the fuel
tank bulkhead. There was no going back now.
My move to the Dark Side was confirmed
and from now on I would have to work with
discretion to avoid a public lynching by the
burgeoning band of Eurepatisti.

Over the next 18 months I worked
methodically and painstakingly to create the
wooden plugs for the two gear legs and the
full width cross-member that would eventually
house them, the latter being initially moulded
over cling-film in the lower hull moulding to
guarantee a perfect fit.

The gear legs had to sit under the seat but
were angled forward some 15t to what I had
calculated would be the correct position for the
wheels. Once prof iled, gloss epoxy finished
and polished, the resulting plugs were objects
ot art.

The project was really motoring now and I
had a clear idea of exactly where I was going.
I was in the middle of creating the complex
mould sections frorn the gear leg plugs when
I happened to visit Ian Rickard (the then
Europa Club Modifications Rep). who had
by this time captured the Europa profile in
AutoCAD and had created a drawing showing
the superimposed landing gear positions of all
variants. These included the FLYER rnagazine
example being built by Miles McCallum and
the 'Swiss' taildraggers. Knowing what I was
doing. Ian asked if I could provide the wheel
position dimensions el my design. I duly
obliged but the phone call I got back
contained news I didn't want to hear. My
wheel position was a lot further forward than
any of the others. Damn!

The nice thing about working for yourself is
that you don't get fired when you make a cock-
up. After a week or two of fluctuating emotions, 


running the full gamut from the initial moment
of stomach churning realisation through
frustration, then anger, I calmed back down
to logical. I spent a lot of time trying to think of
work-arounds but there were none, the wheels
were in the wrong place; all that time and effort
for nothing The only possible solution was to
re-do it all. With a renewed determination. I bit
the bullet and scrapped the half completed
moulds before I could change my mind. "It
could have been worse," I thought, "I could
have been responsible for the mirror in the
Hubble telescope."

I started again, beginning with the ideal
wheel position and working back, and by doing
this something really surprising happened.
Once the wheels were re-positioned, all of the
design problems disappeared and one benefit
after another presented itself. Because there
was no forward off-set, the gear leg profile
became uniform for both sides so I no longer
needed to make two plugs and two moulds,
just one. By simplifying the shape, I could
manufacture both legs together as a matched
pair, using just one set of tooling I developed
a simple but very effective clam-shell tool in
which I laminated the top and bottom skins of
both legs together.

The same tooling was then used as an
assembly jrg when it came to bonding the
front and rear mouldings to the top and bottom
mouldings to create the box section. It meant
that if I ever needed to, I could produce one
set after another, guaranteeing uniformity and
interchangeability. Fortunately I was also able
to rework the cross-member plug and in the
end I achieved more in the following three
months than I had in the previous ten years.

Which kind of brings us up to date. Confident
that the gear solution is fully resolved, and with
the cowling, spinner and a new instrument
panel designed and built. I decided it was time
to go public and bring [he Callisto to the Rally.

Inevitably people have asked if I intend
selling a kit but at the moment the intention
is to buy back uncompleted Europas, retrofit
the modifications and complete the aircraft I
already have six airframes and a superb facility
up in Yorkshire, the Europa's spiritual home. so
watch [his space!

(Above) The new type gear plug. It is now possible to produce the left and right gear legs

from the same moulds. It would also be possible to produce longer gear legs to increase

ground clearance should experimentation with larger diameter propellers be considered.

4.bakifti1/4\
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The new panel which
accentuates the instrument
binnacle in the P1 position.
Air vents are provided
around the top edge for
screen demisting.

41-4.. -
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(Right) Although

this was the first

(later scrapped)


iteration of the leg,

the new, simpler


legs will look very

similar once they


have fairings added.
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PERMIT IFR

In the September magazine I talked about

the process that will be established to
assess aircraft for operation in IMC,
under IFR or at night. This month I will
cover some of the technical standards

and operating limitations that might be put in
place, and also look at the risks involved in
flying in those conditions. One of the themes
I took from Roger Hopkinson's remarks in
that same issue's Chairman's Chat was of
personal responsibility for the freedoms which
we are asking for, something that is particularly
applicable to Permit IFR.
At the risk of being accused of preaching, my

view is that freedom comes with responsibility.
When thinking about flying Permit aircraft in
IMC or at night, the firs: responsfbility is to
understand the inherent risks and how these
risks differ from flying in daytime VMC. That
understanding will enable owners to make
appropriate judgements concerning the
standard of equipment fitted: the LAA will
set oul a minimum level ol equipment that all
aircraft should meet but depending on their
personal appetite for risk, individual owners
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may decide to exceed that requirement. Do
bear in mind that enabling aircraft to fly in
IMC and at night is about reducing the risk of
continued flight into deteriorating weather when
it is often safer to climb in IMC rather than
press on at low level in poor VMC. However, it
is not a licence for poor planning and it brings
other risks, as any lailure in the aircraft systems
or the engine has the potential to have much
more severe consequences when in IMC or at
night. Owners applying to have their aircraft
cleared for IMC flight should understand the
nature of the risks they are accepting.

It is worth remembering that risk severity is
proportionate to the potential hazard (what is
the consequence of the engine failing in the
clouds or at night?) and the likelihood or
probability of the hazard occurring (how likely
is the engine to siop?) So pressing on into
bad weather brings the hazard of a sudden
deterioration in the weather causing the pilot
to lose sight of the ground, the probability
increasing as the weather gets worse.
Climbing into the clouds brings a different set
of hazards involving
equipment reliability,
the pilot's ability to
fly on instruments
and to descend
to a safe landing.
and also different
probabilities. Once
risks are identified the
risk severity is used
to work out if anything
should be done in
other words if any
mitigation is required.

A major equipment
failure when flying
during the day
and in good VMC
will certainly focus
the attention, but
should end with the
occupants walking away and minor - if any
-- damage to the aircraft. The rules applied to
LAA aircraft (for day VFR operation) allow, for
example, the installation of engines that are
not type certified or are modified away from
the type certified design it the maximum stall
speed is 60mph (52kt) or less, as opposed to
70mph (61H) for a CS23 type certified aircraft.
That reduction in permitted maximum stall
speed means that the energy will be around
a quarter lower than a certified aircraft. which
should make such an event more survivable
and engine failure less hazardous.

However, an engine failure or major electrical
malfunction in the clouds could be very
demanding with a less certain outcome. as the
pilot is likely to have less time to oian for a field
landing when breaking out from a low overcast.
To mitigate this risk, LAA Engineering will
require greater reliability of engines. electrical
and instrument systems in aircraft operated in
IMC or at night

The exact requirements have been discussed
at some length and over some years between
the Bermit IFR working group. LAA Engineering
and the CAA We have been mindful of the
need to recognise that LAA aircraft can only
be operated for non-commercial purposes,
are typically owner flown and those on board
are regarded as 'informed pafticipantsk

Therefore the rules applied to Permit aircraft
have always been less onerous than those
imposed on certified aircraft, as it is judged the
people in the aircraft, whom the majority of the
rules are protecting, as informed participants
have a reasonable knowledge of the risks
they are taking. Nevertheless, the technical
requirements for IMC/IERfinight operation will
be more stringent than for Day VMC Permit
aircraft in certain areas.

One of the most important aspects is that the
aircraft should have shown itself to be reliable
as a whole. Therefore only aircraft that have
been flying for a year since the issue of a full
Permit, and have completed at least 40 flying
hours, will be considered for an IMC clearance.
40 hours is a somewhat arbitrary number,
however other countries require the same
timescale for 'test-flying' of a homebuilt aircraft.
These 40 hours provides the opportunity to
ensure that any early-life failures in un-certified
equipment, particularly electronic equipment,
will occur in day VMC where they can be easily
dealt with. Any replacements of un-certified

equipment will require
the aircraft to be fiown
for a higher 10 hours
in VMC before IMC
or night flying can be
resumed

When we first
discussed Permit
IFR with the CAA
it was suggested
we simply comply
with CS23, which is
the least stringent
EASA certification
specification that
permits IMC flight
- although we
understand now that
an IFP version of
CS-VLA will be issued
shortly. However. full

compliance with the standard would have been
a huge undertaking for everyone and would
be disproportionate for the risks involved.
The Permit IFR VVorking Group has worked
through each and every CS23 requirement
to derive an appropriate and proportionate
standard that LAA aeroplanes should meet.
We considered those systems featuring an
operating environment that would be altered
by operation at night or in IMC (tor example.
the need for a propeller having an erosion-
resistant leading edge to cope with in-cloud
rain), or where the failure of a particular
system at night or in IMC would significantly
reduce the probability of a safe outcome (for
example failure of the aftitude indicator). Over
a lengthy period we have discussed these
requirements with the CAA, and in some cases
carefully analysed certain aspects including
instrument requirements and lightning strike
protection. This work has shown how each of
the individual requirements should be met.
including where the initial LAA testing provides
confidence that the requirements are met. It
has also indicated where an equivalent level of
safety can be achieved by alternative means.
To make this manageable the rules will be
distilled into a Technical Leaflet (TL) that will be
available through the LAA website once it
is approved by LAA Engineering.

"Owners applying
to have their

aircraft cleared for
IMCflight should
understand the

nature of the risks
they are accepting"
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As 3 result of this weer., we agreed teat LAA
Permit aeropianes cleared for IFH or night
operatic-kr would not be gel Flitted to operate:
in forFcasl or known a drarne icing conditions
nor in IMC in areas of known or folecAst
thunr terstorm activity: thundu storms can he
deadly, even in the UK so are best avoided
by a wide margin We have investigated ;his
area in some detail, with particular regard to
lightning strike protection, and have discovered
some interesting and thought provoking
aspects of this complex subjec3 that will
the subject of a future aitscle Suffice to say,
avoidance of thunder clouds is the best tactici

Iwo areas which have prompted significant
discussion have been the flying qualities of
bAA aeroplanes and toe installation of non-
approved flight instruments The basic rules
for flying qualities or 'hancitind are the same
across all the design codes that are applicable
to LAA aircraft such as SCAR Section S.
CS-VLA and CS23 Ihese certification codes
attempt to describe, in words and numbers
how to achieve an aeroplane that is pleasant
and straightforward to fly. There are some
objective tests that pan Pe flown to assess
flying qualities wlech wk have been carried
out during the initial Permit test (lying for
new aircraft type As tar as LAA types are
concerned Iles testing has historically been
conducted with the assumptioni:nat the aircrah
will be flown only in day VMC Althougn the

flying qualities rules are thc same tor VMC and
IMC day or night a certain amount of latitude
has been given tor day VMC only aeroplanes

As mentioned in the September article, a
flying qualities assessment will he required tor
each amateur-built type wishing to be cleared
tor IMC/IFH/Night flight and the assessment
will nave to be Ilown by a professionally
qualified test pilot A scheduie has been
developed for this resting which has been
taking 9F)minutes to two hours ot Ilying to
complete, for some aeroplanes testing at
more then one C or Caposition will be required
and may take longer It is interesting to note
that the three amateusbukt types assessed
durrng the test phase have all been found to
he non-comphant with He CS23 flying qualities
requirements However, individual owners can
do little to modify the flying qualities (al [heir
aircraft as they are an inherent property of the
design - the pont to make is that not all LAA
aircrall may have suitable flying qualities to
be approved for IMC flight It may be
necessary to apply some operational
restrictioris or to require mandatory
modifications to improve the Fr/mg orralffies
before some types can be cleare.d.

UN - CERTIFIED EQUIPMENT
At :he outset the Permit IFS working group
felt that unless an arrangement could be
developed to enable un-certified flight

4

instrernents to be used this whole project
would not be worth pursuing First we had
to convince ourselves that un-certified
equipment would be satistactory. It is clear
that in ether countries amateur-hull aircraft
have operated satety in IMC using uraccraried
flight instruments. for many years In 2011
we carried out a vykrldwido amateur-built
aircraft instrumentation survey - more than
/IOU individual responses were obtained
Although Iles data is qualitative it (roes indicate
that electronic and conventional un-certified
instruments are probably no less reliable than
their certified cousins One reason for this is
that the conventional vacuum pump has a
typical He of less than 1 OM hours end as
electronic instruments have no moving parts.
the hardware is usually at feast as reliable.
One questiun remains en the reliability of the
software applications that are used. The graph
below shows the data collected from the survey
for the failure rate of attitude indlcators MTBF =
Mean Tme Between Failures Bear in mind that
we did not have any responses from owners
with certified electric gyros, the crap') acres not
mean we found certified electrea gyros ro be
very unreliable!

We are therefore reasonably confident that
there is no fundamental d.fference in the
reliahil:.iyof certified and uncertified Parun-
approved) attitude instruments so we looked
at the type of rules that should and could
be applied. The CAA pointed us kg a very
informative FAA publication called Advisory
Circular 23.1309 on System Safety Analysis
end Assessment for Part 23 Airplanes - for
those of you who have difficulty sleeping.
Googling will provide a copy! This document
sers out an 'acceptable means of compliance'
with FAR 23 1309 (the same as CS23.1309)
CS23.1309 discusses equipment systems
and installations and is quite complex AC
23.1309 is more complex and goes into great
detail. hut does lock at each item of data that
is presented to the pilot to enable the aircraft
to be controlled to a safe landing It also
provides auantitative probability Numbers that
equipment should meet, and allows secondary
sysiems to be used to meet these safety goals.
the FAA classifies each hazard conditions
as either Catastmphic, Hazardous, Major or
Minor (and also No Safety Etlect) For Permit
type aircraft the only catastrophic events
are loss, or misleacting display ot attitude
information and misleading display of altitude
iniormation There are also a few Hazardous
failures These classifications give us a very
good idea or where to focus our efforts and are
directly responsible tor some of the rules Enthe
TL mentioned above. The reliabkity numbers
we obtained in the survey indicate that two
different sources of attitude information will
achieve the level of reliability required by AC
23.1309. and so meet :he safety goals.

he CAA was keen that the LAA should
accept each device as capable of doing the
iob it is intended for, particularly tor 'required
instruments' As a result the LAA will assess
each aircraft individually, particularly the
selection of instruments, their power system
and layout Um-certified instruments will be
assessed to make sure they will do the job
they are designed to do While trying not to
discourage innovation we wilt be asking for
some basic data on instruments that have not
been previously assessed. The TL will describe
the type of information required and the
instruments Mar have been assessed. To date

Installations such
as wiring and
plumbing will also
be subject to more
rigid inspection.
Correct materials,
installation methods
and condition will be
required to be of the
highest order, which
means the example
pictured would
need some serious
rework.

AM

1



we have assessecl products from Garrnin and
Advanced Flight Systems

It is also worth mentioning that the LAA will
notimpose any requirements for the installation
of navigation systems and radios as they
provide access to various classes of airspace.
as specified in the ANO, rather than being
required for IMC flight. All transmitting devices
must be approved by CAA or EASA (for
VFR and IFR aircraft), and receiving devices
such as VORs and ILSs must be calibrated if
installed To ensure the radios and navigation
systems continue to perform properly, every
year aircraft cleared for IMC will be required
to have their installed radios chocked out by
completing what is known as a 'Radio Annual.,
the same requirement as for a CofA aircraft.

MORE REGULATIONS
Finally, over the last several months I have read
in various places that allowing Permit aircraft to
he cleared tor IMC flight will Inevitably result in
more stringent regulation of all Perniit aircraft,
with the inference that it should he opposed
at any cost This is entirely inaccurate All of
the people involved in the Permit TR project
aro long-time operators of Permit aeroplanes
and have no wish to have any impact on the
inaionty of the permit fleet Let me state very
clearly that nothing in the rules proposed to
date has any impact on any Permit aircralt
thal does not seek to expand Ts operating
privileges to include IMC ot night flying •
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u.n.k.e. TRIG BECKERfrr

We congratulate Roy Taylor on the superb build of his
Bowers Fly Baby. He chose POLY - FIBER for the covering
for it's ease of application and unrivalled durability. We
wish him many years of enjoyable flying.

If you use POLY - FIBER for your project or recover you will
have a superb finish too, because you have chosen the best.
Fifty years of trouble-free use has made POLY - FIBER the
clear choice of commercial shops and home builders alike.
There's no better way to cover an aircraft than POLY - FIBER
- yours included! www.akcraftcoverings.com

Forthe best service and support call
the EUROPEANDISTRIBUTORS:
AIRCRAFT COVERINGS LTD
HENSTRIDGEAIRFIELD, SOM. BA8 OTF
Tel: 01963 363636
e.m.sales@aircraftcoverings.com
www.aircraftcoverings.com Aircraft Coatings

•

8.33 TRANSCEIVERS

PCS 20,7,

„4 131.350
121 200

INT

0

TRAFFORDS LTD
7 DoolittleYard,FroghallRoad,Amptlull,BedfordMK452NW
Tel:01525717185 Fax:01525717767


e-mail:info@traffords-insurance.co.uk

www.aircraft-insurance.co.uk
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and has a cautionary yellow warning line from
-10 to •10cC. To its right the dual-needled oil
temperature (1C) and pressure (psi) gauge
sits above the rev counter, marked with its
red line at 2,650 rpm. Centre top is the ASI,
calibrated in knots from zero to 150 and red
lined at its VNE oil14kt/ 133mph/ 187kph Like
many of the older type homebuilts, it has no
green arc for normal operation marked, nor any
yellow cautionary range to be avoided in gusty
conditions - the designer apparently not
having provided any guidance on the matter.
In the absence of any speed range arcs, using
twice the stall speed as the maximum speed
to use in rough air is a good rule of thumb. The
absence of a white arc on the ASI to indicate

ati•— the speed range with flaps down is more easily
explained. tor there are no flaps The altimeter
sits to the right oi the ASI and beneath these
two are a conventional 'needle and ball' turn
and slip and the yst. An Airpath compass sits
on the right of the upper row and an eminently
suitable vintage style magneto switch unit fits
neatly below .

Typical of traditional homebuilding. the mag
switches were found on an aeroiumble stand
at the Popham Microlight Fair. subsequent
inspections and tests showing them to be
working perfectly. The start button for the
Continental C85 is conveniently to hand to the
right of the mag switches. Below the instrument
panel lip is Me primer, lower still the mixture

(wired permanently rich) and slightly forward,
the fuel on/off selector, with a clockwise turn for
the 'on' position.

In essence. it is a simple, well laid out cockpit
- in which, when the workload goes up, all the

controls and dials can be easily and intuitively



located. scanned arre/ar operates On a
simpie VFR aeroplane like tills the ale moor:ant
AS1 arid Alsneter are al the Top at Thepanel
withrn a brief rowenno aChe eye just as they
snould pe

LoosIng beneatli the instrument carrel you I!
see The :udder and tne Toebreees The clans
ouginally snoweo Cub wheels wit Peg type
bi ekes ano mcPcning hydraulic heel Tonakes.
but that was Pact, in He t 960s when Cub
parts we-e dip cheap and most parts were
scrounged from factory built types Roy has
also butt and now ThusErTTV-9A G-ROVY
which is finished in a wartime Lancaster
Squadron ashesne ir1 loneur of his uncle RoY
Wee survived thP war only to be Teststrortly
after when his Lancaster disappeared ever
Sic North Sea. It was rogical to tit similar toe
operated brakes to te Fly Baby. In fact.
the nydraulic °Hakes now fitted are adapred
fr-rvma Van's crake pedal moditied with LAA
approval, usina a design developed by Tefow
Henstudge-based homehuilder Brian Main
(also a constructor of an RV-9A a beaut tul
Taylor Monop,ane and a Gcoppo flat)

The orown leather used on the buttoned seat,
let: side teattrsr map pocket conTro1cetrimn
gaiter and cocspit surround (covered pipe
insulation loam) al- come tram ar: aid second
hand chair cosnng a fiver, ad sewn by Roy's
wile JTIIand certainly adding to tee aesthetics
It snows what can be aclUeved with time and
effort The cockpit is comfortable and the
v-pw ahead tlroggIT die w ndscreen and over
the nose 's pretty goo°, The nose not being
too long or Inclined too sTeeely The views
trr the side scanning beyond the wings and
rearwards to nog TaI are uninterrupted

the landing wires sweeping hewn from [Ike
cockprt sides take the weight of tne wings
when noTairborne and each equieped wsh
an exposed turnbuckle, are nrcely evenly
tauT lake a Seekunder thg wings and tne
wu-es fmnt turf)centre Cr the wheels to the
undessioes af the wings are not yet under
tension, these are the •flying wires They also
brace the undemarnage as it is -T:he
sense teat there is no suspension any oumps
must ire absorbed by those Riper Cub style
8 x 6 Tyres These were inga ry se: at 15ns,
but Boy reduced tnem la a Ices rigid 16osr
I le operates them Oath the -grass and hard
runwayS at HensIndge No suspension of
course means that landings have to be Just so
or the atcralt pounce endlessly down Ing

runway mill Doeenergy has dissipated I Trust
remember tat for laler!

CLEVER ARRANGEMENT
Looking again below the instrument panel the
Thkrage of a I this wire circuit can he seen wrre
Oecked ano panted rn black larliaTly I ntssed
:hrs Opt rt rs a clever arrangement noakow all
te flying and land ng wires Tobe slackened
off (picky Torwing folding without opsing their
relative tension settings. and then ree•ttened
in seconds when the wings are unfctded
Wing tubing is Therefore a perfectly practical
proposition

Annther quirk of the design is That the
designee Beten M Bowers. who Ternis day
job was an aeronaukcal engineer at Boeing in
Seattle later adapted the configuration to Thar
cf a birkane I wonder if this might be unique
the abaty1c convert a mono to a biplane and
back a:oak 2 It rs suggested that if your desire 


is for the bipiane version, build the monoplane
first so that you can get airborne sooner and
stil: be involved with Pu.tding. I eouid find
precious few By Baby biplanes on the interne!
Put there was one British registered Ely Baby.
o -BNPV that tlew in both configurations. The
faVolane incidence had SDbe altered in order to
fly as a biplane.

Incidentally. the Centre of Gravity datum is
measunad att of the wing leading edge and
there is little chance of the airctaft flying out of
its Itnits witV full fuel. oil and pilot. The empty
weight TsSCSIb (274kg) and the al! Lie weight
is :imited to 925.9Ib1420kg) That leaves 320Ib
(145i<g) of useful load A fully winter clothed
Roy probably weighs the sarne as rne. 12
stone, (172Ib/78kg) and the Cull tank holds
60 litres (13 impedert gallons) that's 9Site
(-12kg) So add that Jogethef and take away the
all up weight. and there is 5:31bRukg) to cater
tor some lugaage andior Hats at -ass petite
proportions.

The taii surfaces like the wing, are also
wTre braced The :Scat tatlwhee: came Porn

knackered Massie and the tail spring was
drawn out and made up to the correct shape
In Birmingham. The whole steerabje tailwheel
arrangement is simple to check on a prekfllght.

At the •sharp ens, ihe CBS sits with its eyelids
and exposed rocker box covers. It has the
luxury of an electric starter but no alternator
is fitted The battery for the loom radio, starter
and power source for the instruments and
Pad Tshoused under the seat and needs a
recharge every now and again.

The aluminium cowling bowl is a nice touch.
a wooden cowl buck was made and the
metal 'perscadecl .nto shape.
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AIR TEST

Hight T•e ailerons exhibit a small amount of
aileron drag nut gentle rudder applicalion
counters tHs shgh! trail. The rate of reLl is
rather gentle, but the aileron Orcuit has a
pleasing feel •ith no s.ack, as it has push rods
throughout The rudder circuit, on the other
hand, is by cables wl ide the elevaors and
stick aro connected through a combination of
push rods and cables

Now tor the sla:ling checks and a favourite
group of fields are placed in a favourable
reachable position should the unexpeoued
happen. The stall occurred at a surprisungly
low incftated speed. so I repeated the
exell2Ise again: she wailed along, losing no
height during its approach and I relaxed rho
stick pressure to recover and lost only 5gt t.

26kt! She does have a wing area of 120sq ft
and a nice gentO •wing sochen but such a


low reading indicates that there is Jrnost
certa,nly a degree of position error But it is Lill
oh so ben:gn

lime to play steep tur ns with full throttle as
we roUed beyond 30•Rolrand and buund to
'he lett, I allowed [he spcod to decay at 50 of
bank and although the sbeed dropped ba^k
she sat tnore happily swinging aropno in as if
bn a carousel, intem on catching her tail like a
iemer possPssed To•licu right next the !Dank
ncreased again tu 60 aiid speeo was
down to 40kt then there was a buck as we
HI the slinslream and we rotted oult It telt like
I had been in a tiny inflatable and hit a wave
that pushed me back to level We had been
on the point 01 stalling and with toe nosu high
she would ro I out, but It was heightened hy the
blimp of our own slipstream We hact retained
our height and the speed came back promptly .

Then hack tn our derault att;tude straight
and level MU Ho tuet level wire now bobbing
in front ot me I still had three quarters left.
perhaps another couple of hours Al. Tsand PS
We'IS settled :rind I still knew wheftu I was!

But playing aade Hes is an open cockp
aircra[t rn-airily br enjoy:hp the open air
experience and the superb all-round views
It has good stahte mar ners with genNe
charactensUcs and good grourio hanchng. it is
unlikely that many o;hers would he tempted to
throw it around in a really boisterous manner,
and sne is not c:eared for aerobatics

BACK FROM THE BLUE
Settling back down on the runway IS one of
life's little challenges, particularly so when you
know full well tha: friends (I had beger call

herr that) make a deterrorned effort to come
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out of the hangars and club house to see just
how big your bounce is going to be.

I try and give myself a little bil of slack by
breaking it all down. First off, I invariably make
an approach and a go around so as to try and
glean as much as I can from a new typo, going
from the known to the new. So now I have done
an approach and flown the aircraft close fo
the ground. seen how it 'pays out and then
flown away along the runway and Lack into thu
circuit for the real thing I can remember the
attitude of taxying, how she sal on the ground
and I Just have to return this aerial carriage to
a ground vehicle. from the sky to the ground.
from wings to wheels.

I have to break it down now into three pans: the
relatively easy pan of approaching at 55kt. the
slightly more awkward height to judge for the llare
and hiud tIne right heiglit to fly level: and then
the all critical method challowing her to sink from
the level, easing the stick back, raising the nose
at the correct tempo so as to have the stick fully
back as all three wheels squib together on the
runway. Fasy to talk about but actually she looked
after me, there is not a prolonged float despite
using more than the I 3 times the stall speed on
Useapproach lit is good to fit in with other traffic
and nol let the wind have any undue influence.
despite it being slack today) and she settled
wiithout any drama, ran true and I was able to

give her back in one piece to her generous and. if
may say se. rattier relieved owner .

She is a lovely handling, very nicely bullt and
honest machninu for enloying the sky. I know that
one-liner is brief, but it is a succinct summary
and reflection of my experience and her
endearing qualities without any flannel Many
thanks Roy for a marvellous experience Can I
enjoy her charms again sometime?
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Wood, wood glorious wood, there's nothing quite like it for... building an aeroplane. The
Fly Baby's cockpit is more generous than the typical European VW-powered single-seater



STUMMELFLITZER Z-IRA

THE AIR SQUADRON
TROPHY WINNING

STUMMELFLITZERIRA

H aving written a number of reports for
Project News on the building of my
Flitzer 7-1RA, G-ZIRA, I was particularly

disappointed to run out of time to gel the aircraft
to last year's Rally. It was so close but in the
end it didn't fly until December 2013. To attend
the show this year was a must, but with my
involvement in the Homebuilders Centre and
still being a little apprehensive about flying the
aircraft when there's a crosswind (and there
always seems to be a crosswind at Sywell), it
was starting to look like I might miss this year
too. Fortunately Dan Griffith came to the rescue
and flew her up on the Thursday, thanks Dan.
To be awarded with the Air Squadron Trophy for
the Best Plans Built was a massive honour and
certainly the icing on what was a very enjoyable
Rally, despite the rather chill wind.

So. why did I choose to build a
StummelFlitzer 7-1RA? Have you seen it? It's
an object of absolute beauty and a challenge I
simply could not ignore. Lynn Williams took the
already handsome and successful 7-21 Flitzer,

By Dudley Pattison

added a radial engine and a rounded fuselage
rounded the wing tips and added two more
ailerons to end up with a more powerful and
acrobatic version

Of course, there is a bit more to it than that,
with less stagger, deeper spars, mass and
aerodynamically-balanced controls, a more
inboard placement of the inter-plane struts.
shorter span and increased fuel capacity,
the 7-1RA is a totally different machine to the
7-21, and as the first UK builder I had to see
the design through LAA approval. For the
non-Flitzer-cognoscenti. I should perhaps
explain that the Lynn Williams original Flitzer
was designated the 7-1 and forms the basis
of a range of Flitzers, the most popular to date
being the Z-21/21A which is very similar to
the prototype but has a larger tailplane and a
rounded fin and rudder (the Z-21A has a 241n
rather than 22in wide cockpit).

One of the first things I did was to form what
I called a 'Stress Clinic' This was to share the
cost of the necessary stress analysis for both 


the 7-1RA and 7-15 that was to be carried
out by Eric King of KSL Engineering. This
started out as a group of six which immediately
dropped to four as soon as I sent out the first
of Enc's invoices. We had a further casualty
halfway through the long process and the
group has ended up consisting of myself. Vic
Long (who has nearly completed the prototype
ZAS which is basically the same as the R but
lighter, with a smaller motor and more wing
stagger) and Ed Parkin.

To be honest, one thing building the 7-1RA
has taught me is never to build another
prototype, let someone else spend the time -
and money - to get the required LAA approval
for the design.

That said I did enjoy the few thousand hours
spread over the seven years' build time. It
you don't enjoy the building there will almost
certainly be yet another unfinished project in
the 'For Sale' columns as you inevitably run
out or steam. Lynn Williams gave me excellent
back up throughout. as he does all Flitzer

(Right) Duds'
favourite Flitzer
photograph. It is
1930 isn't it? Test
pilot Dan Griffith
commented that
the Z-1RA flew like
a mini Jungmeister,
praise indeed!
(Photo Gary
Thomas)

(Left) The finished
article, every inch
a 1920s sport
biplane. Simply
gorgeous. (Photo
Gary Thomas)
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builders at times it was almost too good, as
a simple question would sometimes result in
screeds ot reply!

Having already written about much of the
build, for this Thar report I want to talk more
about the help received in building the aircraft
rather than give you a litany of 'I stuck this to
that', as I for one would find it impossible to
build aeroplanes without the help of friends,
and lots of them.

Francis Donaldson and the LAA stress
engineer, John Tempest, have both been
behind the protect from the outset. Francis
made a couple of visits throughout the
bold and each time made suggestions of
improvements that could be made to Lynn's
already very good design work.

Cliff Reynolds, who flies a weight-shift at
Lower Upham (but I don't hold that against
him), produced some of the early bracketry very
accurately on a CNC mill that he had access to
at work. Unfortunately tor me, he was promoted
to the inspection department so it was out with
my hacksaw. bandsaw and grinder to carry on
with most of the rest. Fortunately it was actually
nothing like as time-consuming as it may sound.
I struck gold again with another friend, Steve
Lewis, who made several 'special' items for
me. including the pitot head which is a work

(1,

Phil Hall and Dudley, grinning like Cheshire cats after a successful first engine run
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of art in itself. I don't think that there can be
anything made of metal that Steve could not
produce and, Just as with Clifl, I would draw it
for Steve on CAD and the component would be
produced absolutely spot on.

Brian Reed is an old aeromodelling friend
who is a genius at electronics I bought the rev
counter from Rotec, the engine manufacturer.
naively assuming that it would work 'out of the
box' with its engine. Wrong! It was a unit that
read pulses from the mag and sported dip
switches for four, six and eight cylinder engines
- the R2800 has seven cylinders. It also red-
lines at 3,700rpm and the rev counter range
was a bit on the wide side at 0-6,000. Brian
changed the range to be 0-4,000, altered the
counter to read seven cylinders and to finish it
off he produced a new face tor the dial which
even has a Flitzer motif.

Another problem was how to judge how long
the transfer pump needs to be run to dump the
contents of a saddle tank (there are two of 16
litres) into the main tank. After I had determined
by practical means (i.e. by doing it) that eight
minutes 40 seconds was required. Brian
made a little gizmo that counted the time and
switched the transfer pump off automatically.

He also did the wiring harness design for all
of the electrics: as this '1926 biplane' has a
starter, electronic ignition, radio, electric trim
and auxiliary and transfer pumps, there is a tad
more to it than one would think.

Another skill that has eluded me is the
manufacture of double curvature aluminium
panels, usually done with the use of an
English wheel. Gary Ockwell was a lad in
the village of Blunsdon where my company.
Flair Products, was situated in the eighties.
Gary was interested in models and was a

The cockpit is simple yet elegant, with
plenty of varnished wood and a turned
aluminium panel (Photo Paul Bussey)

Just rewards: Duds with the Air
Squadron Trophy for the Best
Plans Built aircraft at the Rally.
(Photo Brian Hope)

•



STUMMELFLITZER Z-IRA

frequent visitor to the factory, helping out
here and there. Fast forward to around 2008
and I bumped into him again when I was an
instructor at Redlands microlight school, he
flew a weight-shift from there. When I asked
what he was doing these days he replied that
he worked at Fiennes, which I knew to be a
company involved in the restoration of exotic
vintage cars. I had recently been trying to
raise Steve Moon at Southampton. who had
done a superb job of the panel-work for my
Isaacs Fury, but was unable to get hold of him
so I was having a rethink. I said to Gary that
Fiennes must employ someone skilled on the
English wheel, and he said that yes they did
- him! With that Fiennes took on the work and
Gary did it, working to the skeletal dummies
that I made from plywood and visiting my
workshop on several occasions for trial fitting of
the panels, of which there are eight. His superb
craftsmanship is evident on the aircraft.

Martin Sims is a friend who has helped me
organise the Homebuilder Centre at the Rally
for the past few years. He became an expert at
winding the undercarriage bungees, which is
certainly a two-man job. I remember that when
I ordered the bungee material I was asked if I
wanted hard or soft. Having never known there
was more than one grade. I ordered hard. I
think it is called hard because it is so hard
to pull! We had several attempts, each time
shortening the bungee which entails forming
a new eye at the end. Eventually we got it
right and at the end of the winding could just.
and only just, pop the eye over the end of the
undercarriage tube.

In 2010 a chap called Brian Comes moved
his Pitts S2 onto my airfield at Lower Upham.
He had just purchased a farmhouse in the


area and it had several outbuildings. I was at
that time thinking about where I could spray
the aeroplane and Brian instantly became
one of my best mates! He wanted to build
an RV-7 and was going to convert a former
milking parlour into a workshop, so we soon
struck the deal that I would help him do the
conversion and in return I could spray my
aeroplane in there before he started his RV
build. This was a good deal for me as the work
was all chippying, which I am happy doing.
This painting exercise of course involved
trailering the aircraft and that is when another
friend entered the scene. Mike Waldron had a
suitably large trailer so very quickly became
another of my best mates.

Paul Hendry-Smith has been a good friend
since I sold the Sherwood Ranger rights to
him in 2004. Since that time he has worked
wonders with the design and is now producing
quality Ranger kits, and is even about to start
producing ready-built aircraft. Amongst all that
effort (and I have an idea of what it takes) he
managed to do some graphics for me. These
were in German for the outside but practicality
dictated that they should be in English for the
cockpit. They are extremely thin, relatively easy
to apply and seem to 'weld' on in time. My
only criticism for my particular application was
that they are only available in a gloss finish. I
overcame that by asking Paul to supply them
'unweeded' so that I could dull them down
with Scotchbrite and then weed them (remove
the unwanted parts of the graphic such as the
centres of letters) myself.

Throughout the build. Phil Hall, a friend for
many years. was my inspector. Just like me Phil
enjoys a whisky, so we both very much looked
forward to his visits!

I mentioned at the start that Dan Griffith
delivered the aircraft to Sywell for me. He first
flew the aeroplane on 10 December 2013.
Francis had previously told me that as it was
a prototype he would require a test pilot to
fly and evaluate it; I was a bit taken aback
by this news, as with both of my previous
builds, no one else had flown them until they
had been sold. Francis introduced me to Dan
at AeroExpo at Sywell and as I had never
heard of Dan, I conducted a short interview
to establish if he was good enough to fly my
aeroplane.

Knowing what I know now. I am quite
embarrassed that I did that. Dan is ten times
the pilot I have ever been and flew the Z-1RA
extremely well. Even its maiden flight included
a very good take-off and landing. He made
it look so easy and after that very first flight.
Dan complimented me on the aeroplane and
said. 'If you'd told me it had been in service
for a year and all glitches had been ironed
out - I'd have believed you.' Lynn. who was
with me to witness the maiden flight. asked
Dan which previous types he'd flown which the
Z-1RAs handling reminded him of. He thought
for a moment and said, "It's like a lightweight
Jungmeistert That was certainly music to
Lynn's ears.

Dan went on to do the climb, aerobatic and
spin tests. The flying was quite protracted as
Lower Upham (the Swindon version) is not an
ideal site for an aeroplane that has restricted
view on landing. It was completed earlier this
year with the spin trials. I shall never forget the
look on Dan's face when he landed: he said
it was the fastest spinning aircraft he had
ever flown, including the Mystery Ship. He
thought it was one second per turn. but
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even when fully established it still came out of
the spin in one turn or less using the standard
spin recovery.

In terms of its performance, the aircraft
is cleared for aerobatics and intentional
spinning below 960Ib (empty weight is 7041b)
Recommended entry speeds are 190k1 for a
barrel roll or slow toll, and 110kt for a loop Max
all up for normal flight is 1.060Ib.

The 110hp Rotec and 75in diameter
Australian-made Performance Propellers Ltd
prop gets the aircraft off the ground in about
seven seconds - around 150m - and produces 


a mean sea level climb rate of almost 1,1001pm.
Economy cruise is 7Okt at 3,003rpm (75%) and
it makes 92k1 at wide open throttle 3,703rpm
Vne has been set al 115kt. Wings level stall
occurs at 35kt and Dan describes it as benign.
The recommended approach speed is 63kt.

At the Rally, Mathew Boddington had kindly
offered to hangar 'RA each night and Ian
Castle reliably locked and unlocked the hangar
for rne. Thanks you to all as it meant I could
give members the opportunity to see the
aircraft in the flesh, so to speak. I had elected
to fly her back from Sywell when the weather

15 c', Itr;,11 


was suitable so Phil Hall dropped me off on the
Tuesday after the Rally and I had one of those
tlights back to Lower Upham that will never be
forgotten. It was a perfect summer's evening
with a light easterly. I wasn't keen on landing
on the relatively narrow runway as although the
crops had been cut, the transition from runway
to stubble was a tad rough, so I opted to lanci
on the stubble. It handled this with no drama
and Phil said I should rename the aeroplane a
StubbleFlitzer!

I couldn't have won the Air Squadron Trophy
without the help of all those people mentioned
above, and the many others - there must
be some as the project was an almost all
encompassing part of my lite for so many
years. Sincere thanks then to everybody who
has helped in any way, shape or form: that is
the spirit of this great association of ours, by
giving a little we are all able to benefit from the
sage wisdom and talent that is al the heart of
the membership.

It is at this point that most scribes thank their
wife for their patience and understanding. It
is actually the case that my wife Jane should
thank Lynn Williams for designing something
that kept me in the workshop Mr so long and
out from under her feet! She hates it when I
have nothing to do, but thankfully that is a
rare occurrence.

And finally. . the aircraft is now up for sale as
Lower Upham is not an ideal home for if unless
the pilot has a big S on his chest like Dan. I
wouldn't get away with basing it somewhere
else as I have invested a not inconsiderable
sum in my own hangar at Lower Upham. and
albeit that Jane is very understanding, even
she has her limits. So if you see yourself as a
latter day Ernst Udet or Ernst Kessler, please
contact me on 01793 791517 (off ice hours). •

The superb English-wheeled forward fuselage is evident from this picture. Note also brass

caps for starboard pannier and centre fuel tank and oil tank, and German language decals.
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It's funny how things pan out. I could

never have predicted that a Mayday call
preceding a ballistic parachute descent into
a Forest east of Le Mans would result in a
fantastic touring holiday of France...

Much has already been written about my
colleague Robin's ascent in a PulsR into cloud.
disorientation and ballistic parachute descent
while we were on the way back from the Salon 


des ULM at Blois 2012 (take a look at BMAA
Microlight Flying, June 2013). At the time I was
following in a P&M Quik GTR flexwing and
had lost sight of him. We had been above thin
stratus but the gaps had closed up meaning
that we had to drop below cloud base at about
1,000f1AGL. I saw the large forest to the east
of Le Mans and a darkening sky approaching,
cloud reaching down to the trees. I had just

diverted
away from the weather and
forest when I heard the Mayday call, then
silence. What to do? I could not search for
him by air as the forest was in cloud, so I flew
back to a sunny area, selected a big stubble
field with a remote farm, landed and taxied up
to the farmhouse. I knocked on the door and a
sprightly old lady came out.
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(Above)The Jodel,
wife Judy, dog
Wilco and the two
hens (in the box),
at Kidlington. The
chicken farmer
was worried about
them flying.

(Right) The Isle of

Wight, passing


Cowes enroute for

Cherbourg

(Below) At St Pierre
d'Oleron in beautiful
clear weather



FRENCH CONNECTION

- Where is your bicyclefte? VoitureS Why are
you wearing that funny suit?"

•'Come and see," I satd.
When she saw the microlight she exclaimed,

Won dieu, West un miracle! 70 years ago this
very field was used to drop agents and arms
in the war:

It must be a good landing field then I
observed, loaning against my Lysander.
er OuikR. To think of pinpointing such a
place, with no GPS, tithe dark, landing by
torchlight is sobering. The bravery of those
French farmers supporting the Allies and the
Resistance, knowing well that any rumour,
betrayal or little slip up would result in torture
and death, is amazing I recommend reading
The Next Moon by Andre Hus.

While waiting for the weather to clear I tried
to contact Robin several times lo no avail.
ad-year-old Jaqueline could only speak slowly.
enabting my French to keep up and over
coffee and croissants she explained that her
father, the farmer, would collect the arms and
hide them around the farm for distribution
to the Resistance in the forest They had
also once sheltered an agent for some three
weeks Unfortunately her story
took a sad turn because her
father was suspected and he and
three of her brothers rounded up
by the Gestapo I hey were senl
to Buchenwald and were never
heard of again. One brother was
at another farm and managed H
escape: Jacqueline was spared
because she was only 13

UNSCATHED
Soon alter hearing the story.
I was most relieved to make
contact with Robin by phone.
He was unscathed, although
unsurprisingly the prototype PuIsR
was not. Apparently he saw the
trees comino up for three seconds
before crashing throudh the
branches suspended beneath the
ERGS canopy.

Jaqueline nvited her son-
in-law Jacky over, who runs a
neighbouring farm, and after
swapping addresses. with an
invitatmn to come back 'en faniille'.
in the now clear weather I set oft
for Le Mans, hoping to rendezvous
with Robin Mere. After a while.
I found out that Pete Jarvis and
Annabel of the Bedford Microlight
Centre had come to the rescue,
finding him by CPS coordInates. which Robin
nad coolly broadcast as he parachuted
through cloud With nothing more I could
usefully do. I visited the excellen: Le Mans
motor racing museum before flying back to
our departure point at Onzain. near the
chateau de Chaumont.

We flew back home the next day. a somewhat
shaken and subdued Robin following in Pete's
OTR which lie had brought to the show by
trailer, which was now being used to transport
the crunched PuIsR back home A year later,
following repairs. I flew :t te Blois and back,
and overflew the farm where I had landed the
year before. Unlike in the UK, in France one is
not supposed to land anywhere other than at a
designated airfield.

Of course I had wanted to go back and see
Jaqueline again and how bettor than in my


own French aeroplane! Having got my Jodel
1050/Rotax 9125 Metisse (meaning half caste
or mongrel) G-AWWO flying in Aprll this year.
a French holiday plan was hatched. By the
summer the aircraft had been tested with trios
to exotic destinations like Clacton and also by
transporting my wife, myself, our dog Wilco
and even two live chickens. This latest trip saw
my wife Judy. daughter Phoebe and me set off
from Marlborough for France in August, with
Cherbourg as our firs! stop We went direct,
over the Isle of Wight.

Following refreshments with Jean Luc at the
airport, we pressed on to Le Mans. After a
lift into town, we arrived 10 minutes after
car hire places had closed, and the next day
was Sunday, which is very quiet in France.
Deciding to make the most of things, we
stayed near the station and visited the old
Plantagenet City where Henry II was born The
St Julian cathedral is magnificent, especially
the flying Puftresses built to stop the nave
collapsing. The city walls are ancient complete
with patterned Roman brickwork, and cut right
through them runs the Rue de Wilbur Wright.
named after the great man who had made a

flying tour de force at Le Mans in 1908. Other
pioneers of petroleum were celebrated with a
Rue Levasseur and a statue to Leon Bollee
The streets have imprints of racing drivers'
hands and feet Using the excellent trams,
we visited the old waterworks which had a
150hp steam engine weighing eight tonnes: no
wonder the Victorians had to wait for a lighter
powerplant lo fly!

On Monday morning we hired a car and set off
for Jacqueline's farm near Bresse sur Braye. It
was fantastic to see her again. After a while we
went over to Jacky's farm for a long French lunch.
then back to Jacqueline's for supper! I invited
Jacky to come flying the next day, before we set
off for the Ille d'Oleron, south of La Rochelle He
had never been flying in anything and was keen
to take photographs. However, the effects of all
the manoeuvres to get good shots whilst pointing 


a camera became apparent as he progressively
became pate. shaky and then sick, torthnately
into the receptacle provided. I reassured him
by saying that such an event made it a proper
tapteme de raw'.

It was then onwards, across the Loire
near Samur and a comfort stop for Phoebe
at Fontenay Le Compte, among many an
admiring glance towards the Jodel. We made
a short flight across the bay over Fort Boyard.
which has been used in a TV programme
and as a film set, before landing at St Pierre
d'Oleron. We couldn't find anywhere to stay
as August is the traditional French holiday
period, which also explained why the towns
were deserted. so we decided to fly Inland to
Niort, where the locals are very friendly and
there is a hotelwth I in a Mlle ol the airfield. The
radio is in French only and the airfield is active
with aerobatics, gliding, aero modelling and
parachuting. hut al! In a typically relaxed Gallic
style. With the weather continuing rine, we were
able to spend three days comothing froni Mort
to Oleron and back.

The Jodel has proven to be a real delight
to Hy and very economical. We average "4:ph

at 85kt with three of us on board
plus raft, fuel and baggage In
fact, on these short flights we
brought that figure down to
1Olph at 70kt al which speed it
is atso quiet enough to take our
headphones oft and talk normally.

PRISONER WILSON
We explored N:ort which has a very
impressive castle built by Henry II -
we seemed to be following him on
this trip. It was used H incarcerate
prisoners including an 18th century

r-H British sailor. a Mr Wilson. who was

captured in the cutter Surprtse. The
French considered the ship had
too many cannons on it. so they
deemed him to be up to no good
and locked him up How long for or
what became of him I do not know
but he left still visible graffiti on the
15ft thick walls.

Next day we flew up the !coast,
past l..a Baule and on to Ploermel.
where we were picked up by
Derek Allison, a frlond who was
in the G-ASNW Cessna group I
once belonged to. He and his wife
Evelyn put us up in their lovely old
stone house. Next day, we flow
back direct to Marlborough in two
hours 30 minutes, enjoying one of

the clearest Channel crossings I can recall —
we could see the cliffs near the Needles shortly
after leaving Cherbourg We were back a few
days earlier than originally planned as Phoebe
had an appointment to have her tonsils out. bUt
it did enable us to get to the LAA Rally tor the
first time in many years - in :he Jodel of course

We were fortunate to have good weather all
the way round, in fact 2014 has been one of the
best weather flying seasons I can remember .

All the French people we met were very friendly
and appeared to really appreciate il when we
tried our best with their language The DR1050
is an excelIent machine, conlplemented by the
Rotax powerplant The efficiency when carrying
30Okg of payload is amazing I am looking
forward to visiting my sister in Italy next year,
although I'd better ge: the spats finished and
hopefully pick up a few extra knots.
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HISTORYHASA HABIT
With Malcolm McBride OF REPEATINGITSELFAirworthiness Engineer

Rotax throttle spring bias to fully open has claimed another aircraft,
proving yet again that to design a system that works opposite to the

norm risks confusion and mishap in a high-stress situation

Welcome to the November Safety

Spot, as always I hope all's
well with you and, if you are
lucky enough to own one, your
flying machine. I'm sat at the

bottom of this literary cliff, ropes and shackles in
the bum-bag, chalk on the hands, on a glorious
Sunday morning in mid-October. It's just after gam
and the small lake outside the LAA Office here at
Turweston aerodrome looks absolutely fabulous,
autumn colours focussed by a wonderful early light.
Mind you, looking at the weather charts, there's
a low pressure system out to the west as big as
the ocean so, whilst there's not much wind at the
moment, perhaps a 15kt southerly, I think the pilot
of a small aircraft might think twice about going too
far today because it's going to be a blowy one. By
the time I finish this short exploration into the world
of LAA continuing airworthiness engineering. we
should be getting the strongest winds. But then, by
the time you're reading about them, this unusually
large cyclone will be history!

I expect that, if history does repeat itself in
Me weather, and it certainly seems to, it will
probably be freezing for your November read.

An incident that occurred a couple of
weeks ago. where an aircraft was very badly 


damaged in a landing accident, eventually
caught my attention and, after a bit of thoughb
is a good example et history repeating itself.
I must, before I tell you about it. explain why I
say, 'eventually caught my attention'

As very often ts the case. the pilot who,

by the way. was completely uninjured in the
event, lel us know here at HQ that things had
gone wrong and that he now owned a badly
damaged aircraft. Whilst an LAA member is
under no legal obligation to inform the LAA,
doing so can often help later-on and we
certainly encourage the practice: after the
official -must do' repofts have been made and
the notifications filter through to us from official
sources, they are always pleased to know that
we're already 'in the loopft so to speak. Also,
more important than looking efficient, is being
efficient: if there are any lessons to be leamt,
LAA Engineering can quickly transmit any
safety information to owners of similar aircraft
and, naturally. our LAA inspectors. Often, as
you will imagine, detailed investigations can
take months, sometimes even years to be
completed fully. but an early 'heads-up' about
a potential problem mignt just prevent a further
similar occurrence.

My job, with all reports of accidents and
incidents, is to decide first which category to
place the 'occurrence' in: I don't do this on
my own of course, we're a team of engineers
here, but some events are easier to categorise
than others and therefore don't generate much
discussion. There are two baseline categories,
'operational' and 'technical'. By their very
nature, operational events. into which pilot-
error or weather-related incidents fall, tend
not to need a rapid response: in fact. a too
rapid response may be counter-productive,
considering the inevitable complexity of
human-factors related issues. A technical
issue however, where something has failed
to work properly or has broken during normal
operation. is a different matter We tend to jump
on these events pretty smartly for the reasons
explained above.

To come back to the specific incident, the
pilot's report into his landing accident was
straightforward: he was coming into land and.
during the flare, he drifted to the left of the
runway centre-line This drift continued after
touchdown until corrected using rudder then, in
response to the pilots control input, the aircraft
swung right bur before the aircraft reached

Categorising accidents and incidents has always been a difficult
business; from experience, there's only very rarely a single cause
of an accident or serious incident. The LAA tries to separate the
primary cause into either an operational event, where human
factors (normally pilotage) issues predominate, or technical
events, where something has failed to work properly or there's
a structural failure of a component. Letting LAA Engineering
know that you've had a failure quickly allows us to work towards
developing a strategy to prevent a similar failure affecting
somebody else. Our reporting system has nothing to do at all
with apportioning blame and has, at its base, the knowledge that
anybody can get something wrong. Whilst the Venn diagram (left)
offers a good philosophical starting point, we're all mindful that,
the reality of all event causes is far more complex.
(Photo: Malcolm McBride)
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This aircraft is going to need a fair amount
of work before it takes to the sky again.
This is a relatively common structural
failure after an aircraft has ground looped;
notice that the aircraft's skin has rippled
suggesting that the internal frame, or at
least one of its members, has buckled.
After any overload event it is important
that the airframe is thoroughly checked:
overload events can include heavy
landings, ground loops and minor hangar
bashes. (Photo: Barry Walker)

the runway, the port wing caught a telegraph
oole's supporting wire and now restrained. tne
aircraft was •turned very quickly through 270:1

The pilot felt that by the lime the aircraft had
hit the wire, the ground-speed was very low
and damage would be limited to the fibreglass
wing-tip Based on :his pilot report I placed the
event into Me 'operational' file and updated
the aircraft s database entry. LAA Engineer's
next involvement with [his airframe would
be evaluating the repairs proposed in the
application for repair. which normally arrives in
the term of an LAA/MOD 8 form

A week or so later, I got a telephone call from
Pete Stratten. the CEO of the British Gliding
Association, asking what we were 'doing' about
this incident and, because the pilot was a very
experienced chap, both as a glider/sailplane
pilot and on Single Engine Pistons (SEP).
whether or net he needed to get involved in
any joint safety response. Intrigued? Read on.

Rotax 9 Series Engines —Throttle Bias
In my snort introduction to the administrative
process involved in the initial categorisafton of
accidents and incidents I described the twe
'baseline' categories we use as 'operational'
or Pecnincae. Of course. if one were te place
all the incidents into their krvo relevant Venn
diagram-like worlds, there are bound to be.
with some incidents. some overlap Indeed,
to be rather more precise, in this overlap zone
some events might be 'mostly operational in
nature but have sehrie technical content: some
may be the opposite, 'mostly technical but with
a dash of, perhaps. poor decision making or
application thrown in. Worlds within worlds!

This middle Venn world, as you will note if
you study this type of thing, is where most of
the informed debate is generated from. Just
as an example, where would you place an
accident caused because or an engine failure?
Think about it An engine failure that ends in
a successful orf-f ield landing is not on the list
of- incidents that need to be reported to the
authority. The cause of the engine failure is
irrelevant: the pilot has been trained to land
the aircraft il the engine stops. if he or she
fails to do this successfully. surely this is an
operational failure? Nonsense of course but, in
our imagined middle-ground, which side of Me
country would you place the issue?

The sun is in the wrong place in this view
of the aircraft that caught its wingtip
on an electricity pylon's support wire,
although you can still see the damage to
the fibreglass tip and, at first, this looked
like the extent of the damage. If you look
closely at the cockpit roof, however, I think
you'll notice that all is not well with the
rest of the airframe's structure.
(Photo: Roger Cornwell)

I remember, and forgive me for doing a
Ronnie Corbett (and taking an agei lo get to
the point), a wake-up call where a plot-error
incident ended up changing the way people
think about the way cockpit controls were
conftgured. I wasn't actually present on the
evening ot the accident, I was supposed
te be but couldn't make the event. It was a
horrible accident and The pilot involved, a
very good friend, who had a massive amount
of experience flying all sorts of aircraft of
all sizes, was lucky net to have been killed.
It occurred in the early days of the UK
microlight movement at a small flying strip in
the Midlands. The strip wasn't ideal, being
surrounded en three sides by quite tall trees.
My Mend, the plot was, on his own admission,
showing off a bit to the small assembly of
aviation enthusiasts, if memory serves, I think
it was a barbecue. although km not completely
sure. I know as a reader of this publication,
that you can probably imagine the sod of thing,
been there - done that!

Anyway, the pilot flew. at relatively high
speed, a couple of feet off the ground and.
at the last minute. pulled the aircraft up into
a climbing turn which merphed into a lazy
chandelle. dropping the nose near the stall
against an evening breeze; well-judged.
perfectly placee to set himself up for an
exciting iow /evel flypast.

All this was well within the pilor's and, for that
matter, the particular aircraft's ability, and after
the flypast the pilot pulled up and round onto
final approach for the landing. I know. from
experience. that Ins very easy at this point in
any display to end up too close and too high
relative to the runway threshold, and that's
exactly what happened - the aircraft ended up
too fast halfway down the fainy short runway
and the only option, especially bearing in mind
the tall trees at the end of the strip, was an
immediate overshoot. At this point the throttle
closed and the aircraft crashed into
the ground.

Initially, if was thought that the engine had
failed: indeed, that's what's reflected in the
official report into the affair. but the real story
only came out after the pilot had recovered
enough to recall the event. and a closer
examination of the aircraft's remains proved his
theory as to probable cause correct.

Because on striking the pylon support wire
the port wing was brought to an abrupt
halt, the aircraft's inertia swung the aircraft
through 1800. Notice that the leaf spring
on the tailwheel has become detached,
effectively collapsing the component's
structure.
(Photo: Barry Walker)

In those days, inicrelight aircraft often used
throttle levers of a type more often found oil a
petrol lawn-mower. In this aircraft. the owner
had fitted just such a lever but, because of
the geometry or the tubes, the throttle had
been configured such that pushing the throttle
forward closed the throttle.., sounds silly now.
but many microlight aircraft and powered
hang-gliders had this arrangement in the eariy
days of the sport I suppose you could see
how tilts type of tlftng was missed when, with
many of the aircraft types, the aircraft's primary
responses were perky controlled using lines or
ropes and, certainly wan :he trikes. yell pushed
right to go left. so a backnre-f rent throttle
wouldn't have been considered pnusual.

I chatted to my friend aftep hts rehabilitation
and he explained that he realised that he'd
got himself into a fix and 'reverted' to a normal
response, a 'handful' of throttle' Ogee a lew
thousand hours et experience had taught
his motor reflexes that this was achieved by
pushing the lever(s) forward But this ftme the
expected thrust didn't arrive.

After tIPs. I became a bit of a zealot
when it came to mcrolight control systems
and, whenever I came across an unusual
configuration that I thought might end up
with an 'experienced' person getting tends
the wrong way round, I kicked-up a fuss.
Nowadays, in a time where the microlight
aircraft and the rules of their operation and
manufacture mean that there's little difference
between a microlight and a standard SEP a
back-to-front throttle couldn't happen

So. what really happened when our very
experienced pilot lost control dunng a normal
landing? After the telephone call from the
PGAs CEO, I telephoned the pilot to ask him
why Pete was interested when his initial report,
made just after the incident. Implied that he'd
got into a directional pilot-induced oscillation;
perhaps better described as a yaw ever-
correction following an incipient ground loop

- NoK he said. "I meant to give you a call
When I relived the incident so that I could write
an accurate report to the AAIB. I recalled what
actually happened. Everything was normal and
tne landing was fine; I was over to the left a DI
and may have been on the rougher stde of the
runway the aircraft ;s very easy to fly and
the rudder is quite effective
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So. I conrinuen, wnar, went w!ong'?
Well he. said Just as I had comp:eted

the landing y(al know- the point where you
cat, relax a litho shins solidly on the groudd
and you re Just taxying the thstttle went to
full ee'A'or By thc Lime I realised what had

and to oe honest. a lithe confused '
Note itaver t listed an anciah typo here

it doesn't 'natter, two tInngs do I he hrst is
that honkers as h might seem and despite
protestations nom me land many olhers)
ancran are stili being produced where the
rInfottle, if not restrained will open to full [tower
on its own The Bing carburenors used on the
Entax htseries e -pines have a return spring
biasing dh.f.Ihrome open I here has been much
derhale about the Cenehits and nsKs of sucn a
system aria I undei stand that it's Mad' eader
lp create a Bowden cal-Pe-centred throttle
system where :his cable is under spring tensrh,
LW because i• s no: conventional for an ancraft
throttle sys:em to function like this. I can only

see pain ai the end of the roac: Not wishing to
add nor iformational bias to rny pet sonal  fault-
lis,t.I ve pointed put th s proldern before and,
snipe f irst moan, I :link we've lost three
LAA aintraft to tlus :ssuc

In Pic meantime especially if you ;arean
experienced pito: but new Kt one of the many
Rotax-powered machines he careful. don't
take your hand off the throttle until Lheat-chats
stopped. be aware that many of the throttle

(Bela) Here's a

closer look at the


'nodule' that serves

to attach the spring


tensioner when

it's required; it's a

very neat design.


Because of a

recent incident


where one of these

'nodules came


loose during flight,

jamming the rudder


system, the UK

agent, EuroFOX


UK, has issued a

Service Bulletin


requiring checks

before further

flight. (Photo:


Malcolm McBride)

[notion devices are unrelrable in this class of
machine, and betore start-up, check your tirottle
is set correctly before hiffina the span Fit:Item

What of the second lesson alse I mitit,1 say
rather generic. in nature? In the inwal
report the suggesting, was hat the damage to
the airframe was minimal: if you recall it was
described as, limned tr, the fioreglass wing-
tin Arter a more thorough examination, it has
become clear hat whist the pen wing-tip is
very reparabie oy replacing He tip. the rest 01
the airframe hasn fared quire so well In tast.
its touch and go whether the aircraft can he
repaired, at least whhin a sensihte ci surance
landed budget Due to the arge re, nal
forces generated wnen the port wing was
suddenly restrained by the wire the fuselage
has become badly twIste,d. espessally aounn
the wing attachments Pie starboatoi wing
has come off very badly, even though with a
cursory examination shortly after the event
everything seemed OK Tne whiplash effect
caused by Ute sudden restraint has roshItcd
in at the control attachmems and much of the
Klernal structure being h)adly

So, Inc: second lesson we've been renhnded
of fs that atter any accident howinver miner
the damage may first appear a lull fingertip
inspection must he made Aircrah structures
are designed rci take flying and landing loads
and basic desIgn evolution has honed these
features over the years so that thev do this very

efficiently. they are not so gooi at the pirouetuth

AtOth,,,

(LetaThe rudder
pedals on a
EuroFOX airframe:
note the tensioning
spring device in
the centre (that's
what caused the
control jam issue
discussed in the
accompanying
text) and the lack
of space for control
runs etc. The result
is the need for
spring tensioners in
place of continuous
cable loops in this
class of machine.
(Photo: Malcolm
McBride)

".t


EuroFOX —In Flight Rudder Jam
Wher cid d LIL15501-55Can IL Si dlhal narr
a Monday rn,,rnion I wdadin in a sudden
vdcstral Ptcls ntestineD have for
rio apt:las:Kt phvs 5aaSell aeSd5r51,5 I
a few rniltrretres always arti eahy
i5/1.551(tayMOI Idir5J5 Kill ws Last

an early call horn LAS lose,Detos
Llpyd who along with LAAer Roger Oprnweil
imports this vidy p.th liar nol-OX aircraft


was cleasen :Kat the irClerer it Adrian was
tog didri t end up dliaccincrn dr id

the early morning nature sit tlic call was only
heeausc hs was in a -ush to get nut flying

The EhroFOX is a ratlre.r olcvsh design after
its a ghat performe: On its it, Dssi aria

has the very great advantage of hav ng
slantlard Inkling wings - e real t-Ksel I he
other great resnine that has shaken th,ngs rip
a hit st that it has bed) clsared icr asre-towing
gliders and denphe constderable worries
ab tut a HI Ludt I,gr I sport' airwarh, achieving
this Ihnction very well the fir-Dtyear IDservice

tne most arnent sceptics Ad the operators
I've spoken to are impinssed by ooth :he
machines perzorntance and the relatively low
cost of getting a sartplano up to 2,0000.

Adrian explaned that over the weekend he d
lhenn flying :05555'chnwnrsion' nxcrcises with
a OFI They ItacI been doing a few circints
and bumbs and well to ilst: Adflan phrase
one or two ot :he land:rigs were a Int on the
heavy side' Nethinch mew about tha: thcii Host
people suriverting o this type PI' seey light

sport machun, have te loop E: few goes at Inn
landir g before they f15ICIThe IIrEhl technique
During ere of the nxercises tnc, pilot noticen
that the rudner appeared stiff to operate
then aftec a short tirr, •he rudder Jammed
completeN and di.ectiorta. control was lost

Nat natty, this is rather a holt:horning event
ap a fcrad wnere toss of directis.hal curl-trot

wniisi not too NEdi snmc in the air, npuld be
disastrous ounng the landing run Once the
crew had got t. alrcradidHying straight al WI
level Aswan cosened tic lap snaps ana took
a look underneath :he instrument pane, at the
uddef pecia,s and he saw in, neo,atery .wha:

nad goine terpng. din nidder neirring sprit rg
attachment had become disotyficectedi and
nail jammind Ine pedals Wit, a nit pi liddl
and, expects a Oil of cursing, Adnan was
ahd lo resonate :he DI/ending a-tact-meth as:
a landing was made The attachment falled
again atwards line end oft the landing [WI Hi
fortonatelv PIK:Gass, the speed was slow
enough Ihat the lust dreclional contrd wahn t
an Issue

Normally cable-updated prirria:y centrel
circuits are just that, cffisups A primary drive
cable nom the stick (or ccnIrot column/

to :he control, and because the control is
designed idDoperate in both dried:ions n
the case ret Inc udder. Intt or right, there are
two primary drives For example in Hte case
of a cable operadDd elevenor system the two
p:imary cables form a circuit through the
elevator 5 structure, Olen, rt the case cc smalt
atcraft thssucyi d swytr- crank lensinn in
the systeni needed both to asoio the cabsas
slopuirg about and lo pre,/ de in accurate
'espouse is created using turnbeckles

With a fixed rudder net:tains circ n: can
and one!: is, creahthd in the same way 1st.
Ihnte arc dift cuhes I he first problem facdg
the desThnur is, that there s not much distance
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between the bulkhaad and )he
rudder pedal so it can be rifleuft
to find room for a connecting cable to
complete the circuit tin many very small A/pee
the distance availaele car reduce to almost
zero a) foil pedal deflection)

The other problem for the designer is that
beanng in mind the great variety found in the
humaa form, rudder pedals often need to be
adjus-able fOr leg lengtn An obvious soefion to
th)s would bp perallow the seat to be adeslable
fore ann att that s the solution used in motor

cars The problem •wita Pie aebroach however
is that the seats most totwaro positar

control stick movement fray he compromised.
naotor var steering wheels don't need to go
backwards akd forwaids!

There nre a few solutions to this pJzzle and
Aeopro the EseFOX designers have opted
for Ole easiest - rep)ace 'he ba:ance canto
wit a spring ORen, shook cord is used to pull
asnsion into the rudder cables Aeropro has
designed a system many Jodels ope where a
spring/loaded rod passes ih/oodh bre tirewal
which engages with cranks connected to troth
port ano starboard pencils le keep tension

lhe bidder cables and help selkcenlre the
rudder for cotter dinerThona' stabley

So what had gone wrong? Weil. in the
FuroFOX system the slarbeard mde tensfoner
is manufactured as a 'Ned length whilst the
port has a nodule %Antonruns up and down
the thioaded lensioner rod allow)ng for some
adjustment n he system When the a•eraft
is finally rigged ador assembly this noduke.
nest ue secured in place using a thread
locking compound in thc case of the Eurc,FOX
Adder Lecdte 648 and this final step hadn't
been taken on tie machine in epeskon Over

per iod ci r)me the on-locked nodule had
eventually royated on the thread unlit had
jarrmed the system

ThroFOX 11Khas created its first Service
letin directind owners towards tire issue and

effering advice, and were keeping our eye on
tne sitkation Lockte may be the answer hee
bui, as a bik nary cenbol syslem rather more
corventional lockind systems may need to be
inuroducod e a lecknut) Remember also that
jusl because only a limiteo amount of seised

tension is used to keep thh system taught
dore think that you cad Lly without it Thee aih
two big reasons fre net dourg su the hrst ot
efkoh is if ;he control cable hecomes slack it
could mist ane jam -up somewhere, probably
al a pu,ley.

As for thb second )eason, aell dunng nbhmal
operation ot a rudder circuit like this, itb the
Hot's legs and hrips [kat create the functional
()mud in Plant that's why irr light aucral), Es
not a good dea to tiy around with yner feet off
the pedals because, when this corporal part
ni tfre crcut) is removed tne rudder becomes
bee to flap about at will and iherePs a potential
fry flutter

Inferesungly, I did meet a designer once whe
admi)ted beat he thought ne would save weight
on his uitralight sport pane by only having a
drive cable to the up side of his elevator, the
- dow.b force was supplied by a suing All was
well with the design unkl after performing one
loop the airc'aff im mnediately entered another
one, oven though the stick was hard forward
AMer four or five loops gradually losing height
he lost speed at the 7dp 01 a loop and fell into
the centre When the dust settled, full control
ever pich had retur ned and he landed safey

c,rpeel you ve Tressed wha) happened)

Whilst these floats in an 'over 1,000 hours
Rotax 912 were heavier than they were
when first made, perhaps, bearing in
mind the expected equilibrium constant
between the high density foam core and
the fuel, that it is only to be expected.
The engine was running fine although it
was noticed that there was a fine black
sediment in the bottom of the float bowl.
We were concerned when we first came
across this picture because it looked like
a reaction with ethanol or some other
fuel breakdown product. After checks by
Skydrive, it was found that high ethanol
content fuel didn't affect the floats at all.
Should you wish to check the floats on
your Rotax 9 series engine, an alternative
means of complying with the Rotax
Bulletin has been described in a letter
from Skydrive, which is downloadable via
the Airworthiness Alert written about this
matter on the LAA's website.
(Photo BMAA)

When's a float not a float ... when it sinks
of course! Here is a picture sent in by LAA
Rotax expert, Kevin Dilks, some time ago.
He found this example during a routine
check; there were no symptoms although I
think that it would be likely, if the float had
sunk much more, that the engine would
have started to run roughly at idle. (Phoio
Kevin Bilks)
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We've known about the issue, where some floats on Rotax 9 series engines appear
to absorb fuel more than others, for some time and we're not sure why this issue
has suddenly hit the headlines. Up until last week the UK agent was telling the
LAA that the engine's manufacturer was denying that there was any problem at
all. Rotax engines has developed a very clever scientifically based test regime to
establish the fuel level in the stationary engine and has promulgated the required
tests in the form of a Factory Service Bulletin. For aircraft operating on a Permit to
Fly administered by the LAA this SB isn't mandatory and, because when you weigh
up the potential benefit of knowing that a fuel level is slightly higher than it should
be against the risks (and, in the case of this particular check, inspection costs), I
wouldn't recommend doing it. Naturally, if you have a Rotax engine that begins to
run rough at low rpm, an over rich mixture is very likely to be the cause and it may
have been here, which is a check that can be accomplished by the owner without
the need for a subsequent inspector sign-out. (Photo BRP Powerttain)
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corrosion, or perhaps a bit of POD had caused
the main elevator bearings to become stiff and.
eventually, the returning force of the spring
was insufficiently powerful to pull the elevator
hack down. Needless to say, this barmy
weight-saving idea was scrapped and a more
conventional system incorporated into the
aircraft.

Rotax 9 Series —Sinking Carburettor Floats
I don't know about you, but I'm a terrible
hoarder; I know. I know, the modern man is
supposed to travel light and current advice
from the 'how to live your life efficiently' gurus
will tell you that 'if you haven't used something
for a couple of months it should be binned'
Mind you, if I had taken this advice I wouldn't
have been able to fix half the things I have by
recycling old bits and pieces. and I wouldn't
have such an impressive collection of nuts and
bolts, some with origins in the 1930s!

Over my years here as the LAA Airworthiness
hod I've collected box-loads of broken ajrcrah
bits, all sent in by you dear reader and all
destined for the LAA Black Museum of broken
parts. Anyway, I'm all in a whirl at the moment
because I know I've got some Rotax, well, Ring,
carburettor floats somewhere and do you think I
can lay my hands on them to take a picture?

He taken a look through the past Safety
Spot features and came across the item in the
April 2011 high! Aviation which confirmed my
intuition. The side-box was entitled. 'When's 


a float not a float'. The answer, naturally, is
when it sinks! As tar as I'm aware, this was the
f irst time an LAA member, in this case Rotax
engineer Kevin Dilks, had come up against
this problem: when the floats sink the fuel level
rises in the float chamber and the engine can
run roughly, especially at low rpm.

In my notes, I record that Rotax Engines
had been asked about the fssue but, at
the time of writing my notes. they hadn't
commented back. I also noted that, when I
measured the float's individual weights, one
weighed in at six grams and the other a 'hefty'
eight grams. There's also a note from Conrad
Beale, a Rotas expert. that new floats weigh in
at between one and two grams.

Anyway, it appears that Rotax has finally
acknowledged that there is an issue and that
some of their floats have been absorbing
fuel, getting heavier and eventually sinking.
Relax has issued a Service Bulletin (SB-
912-065 and 55-914-046) suggesting some
fairly long-winded checks to establish the
actual fuel level in the float chamber and, if
the fuel level is found to be too high, that the
floats are replaced. They say that the reason
why the floats are sinking is that some of the
high-density foam core, used in the floats
manufacture, does absorb fuel. I think that
we've known that for some time; the problem
has been that Rotax can only supply floats of
the same design and know of one rather irate
owner who has got through two sets already.

I spoke to the outgoing UK Agent. Nigel
Beale of Skydrive who, like me, was rather
concerned that Ibis latest SB may introduce
all sorts ol other dangers into the system, for
example, there's the chance of introducing
leaks into the system and the concurrent
Horease in fire risk. Naturally, if your engine
starts misbehaving in any way, the causes
of this misbehaviour must be established:
anybody who flies an aircraft with a known
engine problem is a twit: If the floats are getting
heavier, and they probably are if you own a
Rotas 9 series engine, then this only becomes
a problem if the carburettor starts to leak or
the engine starts to run roughly at idle. This
rough running is very likely to be because the
engine is getting too much fuel, in other words.
is running rich.

Because this is a progressive situation. fuel
absorption appears to be a long process,
we're not mandating this SB . fact, we're
cautioning against its application. We've issued
a Safety Alert where you can download the
Rotax Bulletin for your information. but have
also offered a link to a letter sent to all engine
owners on Skydrive's mailing list which oilers
what the LAA considers to be an alternative
means of compliance.

Well, that s me at the top of my climb and.
as it turns out, it was a very enjoyable one. I'm
now sat, a gentle breeze on my face, looking
out at my next week. I hope that there won't be
too many pot-holes Fair Winds

62 -0nt., - 42
C ? 61
‘L.7-213

Because the removal of the choke assembly, necessary to conduct the
fuel level checks using the Rotax method, requires partial strip-down
of the carburettor and the disconnection of primary aircraft controls, an
LAAInspector sign-off after the work has been completed is required.
Removal and refitting the float bowl can be easily accomphshed by
pushing a quick release clip aside and can be done under the allowable
pilot maintenance scheme.
(Photo BRP Powertrain)
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The new owner of this aircraft, a Jabiru UL450, decided to carry
out what he described as a 'deep' inspection before bringing
the aircraft into service. He's glad he did, this corrosion has
seriously weakened the component. The aircraft's new owner,
'Jock' Munro, explains: "The part shown in the photograph is
one of the flap cross tube output arms and you can clearly see
considerable corrosion along the front edge next to the bolt
holes attaching the arm to the flap push rod. The aircraft was
built in 2001 and I was quite surprised to find the corrosion was
so bad on this lever. The other lever shows similar corrosion but
not to the same degree. Needless to say I have two new arms on
order. I would hate to think of the consequences should a flap
arm fail on finaL I think given the size of the Jabiru UL450 flap
in comparison to the aileron I seriously doubt a pilot could keep
control of the aircraft."

We completely agree Jock and thanks for giving us the
opportunity to keep 'corrosion' at the top of our agenda. I
remember an instance where a Jabiru lost control on take-off
because one of the flap control attachments had not been
secured properly which allowed the connecting pin to drop out.
The elimination of all corrosion is an annual inspection item and
really this corrosion should have been spotted and dealt with
ages ago.
(Photo' Jock Monro)
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CAA CUTS REDTAPE ON STCsTO C of A AIRCRAFT

THE CAA HAS announced that for various
Goreqrstered Annex 2 aircraft, mainly
vintage types still operaUng on a Certif reale
of Airworthiness, mods covered by a
SuppicTnental Type Certif mate (STC) will no
longer have to he validated by CAA it they nave
[pejo) approved by a State with which the LIK

holds a bilateral agreetimnt, such as the US
or Canada The owner operator can simply
have the SEC d mod carried out and then get
their maintenance organisation to certify its
installation in the aircraft's log-book

Supporting the change I-rancis Donaldson
I AA Chief Engineer. said "We welcome
this initiative to simplify the tihing of STC d
modif (cations to viritage aircraft operating on

C 01A allowing owners similar access to

SIC d mods as is already enjoyed by those
witd aircraft operairg or an LAA Pernut
We hope tiss change will also he'p
maintenance providers and businesses
siipptying STad parts •

'The new CAA decisbn mirrors long
established LAA policy Insofar as we do not
resnvest gamethe des(gn of STCs Ihat have
already been formally approved by competent
autl-edftes overseas All we do with these RI

LAA HO is to check that thS SIC is genuine, that
the applicadon onto the aeroplane concerned is
appropriate (no cornparibility issues with otner
nmds already in place) and thai the instructions
contained in the S FCare properly complied
wth using the localPITTAinspector to verify
quality and conforndly'

Asked why LAA Pernet aircraft owneis have
to contact LAA Engineering at all over STC'd
mods and why they card ad be dealt with
by ddeLAA inspector, Francis replied "While
the mutual acceptance of modifications from

reputable countries is fairly straightforward
where current certificated ICAO-compliant
aircraft are being preserved to an ICAO
compliant standard. its more complcated
where aircraft are not ICAO compliant, because
of the different standards applied by different
countries and the different kinds of category /
regulatory regimes in which sub-ICAO aircraft
operate. Alsci, many ex-type certificated LAA
aircraft have been so heavily modified over
the years that STCs approved on the standard
rrmdel waildn't be compatible - the nature ot
the Permit world is that each Perndt aircratt is to
an extent. unidue

-Many STOs call for alterations to aircraft's
operating limitations. cockpit placards, or
both, and for C of A aircraft these changes are
iiistigated by changes to the approved Flight
Manual. Most TN\ aircraft aren't provided
with approved Flight Manuals so instead the
limitations and placard requirements are showr
on the linEations sheet that forms pad of the
Permit to Fly. so amendments created by an
STC have to be issued by HO

'finally. we need to keep labs on •hat owners
have fitted to tor aircraft to carry out our
continued airworthiness role effectively so
it snags come up with an STC we can let other
ewriers know. "

Spurred on by tie ONTs move, I.AA
Engineering is now setting up a new and
more streamlined process for notifying HO of
an intention to fit an SIC d mcd using a new
application term to distinguish it from other kinds
GImods needing iredeptl. technical investigation.
and a new technical leaflet to give both specific
and general guidance LAAs [liar ragernent team
is also reviewing the LA4's pricing arrangements
for this and other kinds of-mod

There are a large
number of STC'd
components
available in the
US to modify
aircraft like the
Piper Supercub,
the change will
make it much
easier for British
owners to fit them

(Below)Since the Chipmunk transferred
from a Certificate of Airworthiness Aircraft
onto a Permit to Fly administered by the
LAA, I'm often getting moans and groans
from owners who thought that the LAA
operated a 'Light Touch' maintenance
regime. In truth, nothing could be further
from the truth and all the AD's and BAe
TNS's still apply. This picture shows the
result of an inspection on a Chipmunk
aircraft against TNS 122 (issue 5). Notice
the cracking on the skin at the elevators
hinge cut-out. See the accompanying
picture to see the associated nose rib.
(Photo Pat,' MarootO

co

(Above)You can see that the cracking,
visible on the outside of the elevators
leading edge skin, has progressed through
to the rib. A crack like this, which looks
pretty insignificant, means that this
section of the aircraft's structure has
stopped working ... but the forces that
caused the crack won't have gone away,
they will just be acting somewhere else ...
perhaps a less easy to inspect part of the
airframe. Thanks to LAA and Chipmunk
owner Paul Marriot for sending us this
picture. (Photo Pat-I Matron-)
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This month we talk to formerArmstrong IsaacsScholarshipwinner Geoff Burroughs,who


hasgone on to start a career at Oxford Airport training to be an air traffic controller

I started my working life part-time in Waitrose.
working on the meat and fish counter! In all
fairness. I now know how to gut and fillet
fish and a little about different cuts of meat,
so I guess it was useful. I went from there to
working on the ramp at Oxford Airport. Yep, I
was the guy with the red batons marshalling
the aircraft onto the stand. It was good fun
actually, I enjoyed being outdoors (during
the summer anyway) and getting up close
and personal with the big business jets was
a good experience. I work as an Air Traffic
Control Assistant at Oxford. and I love it. I
thought I knew quite a lot about air traffic
control before I started working in the tower
back in November last year, but have since
discovered that I've got a lot to learn.

(Above)Former Armstrong Isaacs

Scholarship winner Geoff Burroughs at the


controls of a PA-28 Cherokee 140

My father has held his PPL now for around
33 years. so I was brought up around flying.
My first flight with my dad was when I was so
young I don't even remember it. But I used to
fly with him a lot when I was younger, which
gave me a good grounding for when I started
studying for my own PPL.

That early first flight was probably in the
TE110as dad was flying out of Enstone in
the early years of my life. I do remember a
fantastic flight from Heathrow to Malaysia
in a Malaysian Airlines 747 to visit tamiiy, I
was only six years old and my sister and I

were invited up to the cockpit of this huge
commercial airliner. I don't recall much but
I do remember that sweets and fizzy drinks
that were piled upon us like there was no
tomorrow. When we got up to the cockpit
the Captain asked if we would like any
drinks. When the hostess brought them I was
convinced that a little biplane had brought
our drinks up to the aircraft from the ground.
It didn't even cross my mind that she'd just
brought them up from the galley!

I heard it from my dad who has really been the
guiding light through my aviation career so far.
Atter a quick bit of research, I soon realised
that the Armstrong Isaacs was easily the best
scholarship on offer by a mite. so I filled in
an application form as quickly as my fingers
could type.
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Most of my flying at a young age was
with my dad. I was a member of the Air
Cadets with Tharne and then Bicester,
but I only ever managed to get on one
air experience flight which was in a Carob
Tutor out of Benson. I remember thal the
cloudbase wasn't brilliant so We couldn't
do any aerobatics, we just flew around at
about 2,000ff. I didn't admit it at the time,
but I was secretly very glad we didn t do
any aerobatics. I don't know whether my
stomach would have held

rve been a member tor around lour or live
years now. since I applied tor the scholarship.

I haven't flown many types, it's still early
days Mainly just Cherokees and a Warrior,
although I did spend a wonderful 30 minutes
in a Slinosby Firefly on a clear, •risp winter's
morning with my instructor at the time.
basically just having a lot of fun Of the very
limited selection, my lavourite would be the
Warrior. It's a ovely stable aeroplane and I
do like having a proper trim wheel rather than

swivelly thing in the roof. I fly a Cherokee
out of Oxford at the moment, but hopefully at
some point in the future I'll be able to afford
something my own.

Ravine only been qualified since January
2014. I don't have many favourite [lights to
choose from. At the moment, however, my
most recent Hight stands out It was oray
short 20 minute barible. but here was a thin
scattered layer at around 1,500ft so we just
climbed up above it, maintaining VFR because
we could see through the layer to the ground
It was absolutely fantastic. I got some stunning
pictures. I'm planriing to fly myself and rny
girlfriend down to Isle of Wight on the first
weekend in November. ILII be my first proper
cross-country flight since qualaying so I hope
that'll be a fantastic flight as well.

10

•

Geoff's graduated from proud
PPL to trainee air traffic cntroller

I'm a big fan of Ponsmouth PC, again I got
that from my dad. The Blues haven't had the
hest of times in the last five or so years. but
with any luck we'll be back tn the Premier
League in no lime

The one that stands out most happened
only a rnonth or so ago. I was going in to
Shotteswell, which is a farm strip just North
of Banbury. approaching for Runway 15 with
my mum and a friend on board. I had the
approach nailed perfectly, height was bang
on and the speed was perfect, and then at
about 30ft I noticed a paraglider approaching
for the opposite end of the runway. I put on
full power and went around, banking away
from him so he could see that I'd seen him
and kept an eye on him to make sure we
stayed out of each other's way. I went around
the circuit. made sure he was well clear and
made another approach and a successful
landing onto 15 lt definitely showed me that
there isn't any moment during a flight where
you can afford to relax!

...
Oh so many .II start with other vehicles. At
the moment I drive a 1997 Toyota Starlet
which I love to pieces, but for my next car I
would like a classic Mini Cooper. I love the
design and the altogether Britishness of the
Mini Cooper, As for the future, I'm aspiring
towards an Audi Re. Completely different
kettle of fish to the Mini. but I love the
sleekness and the elegance of the Re, not to
mention the powerful engine!

As for aircraft, again I have several
fantasies. I really do like the PA-28, a nice
simple aircraft which is fun and forgiving to
fly, but I would really like a PA-46, which is
an SEP. luxury six-seater. We have several
that fly in and out of Oxford, I personally
think they're beautiful, not to mention
practical and realistic. Looking more
unrealistically, if I ever won the Lottery I'd

buy myself an Eclipse 550. Again it's only a
six-seater so it's not a lot bigger than a PA-
46. The main difference however, is the two
let engines mounted at the rear of the aircraft.
I first saw one on the ramp at Oxford and I fell
in love. and watching the little pocket rocket
take off was even better. It soared into the
sky (the gorgeous sunset probably helped
the image) with lights flashing all around,
and ever since that it has been my plan to
win the Lottery!

My goal is to be an Air Traffic Controller. Ever
since I was knee-high to a grasshopper I had
wanted to be a pilot (except for one summer
when I was about seven-years-old and I
wanted to be a postman) All the way through
Primary School and into Secondary School
it was a pilot, right up until about year nine
when I started to get an idea of the true value
of money and realised just how expensive
it would be to become a commercial pilot.
It was my dad (surprise, surprise) who first
put the idea of becoming a controller into
my mind and the more I thought about it, the

more I started to agree that controlling was
the career for me And now, seven years later,
I'm working in a control tower alongstde the
very people I have for so long aspired to be.
And with any luck. in the next few years. LII be
able to make my dream a reality

Come and
meet us at
The Hying
Show 2014
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EXCELLENT example of this classic
gyroplane. Very low hours engine/airframe.
Rotax 582. Warp Drive 52" prop. Rotordynes
22. Exempt restrictions of MPD 2005-008.
Suit student or experienced single-seat
pilot. View at Barton airfield. £5900 includes
trailer. Contact John: 07971 564199. Email:
cedarstreet13@gmail.com

fig


VAN'S RV6. Completed by owner in
November 2002. Lycoming 0-320 D1A
engine. Airframe and engine 441 hours since
new. Originally C J Lodge wooden prop
(as photograph) but now Sensenich CM
759-0-80 for improved cruise performance.
Permit renewed March 2014. Hangared at
Thruxton. Professionally fitted instruments
including Garmin radio, GPS 420 and Mode
S transponder Total 142 litre fuel tanks
with 25 lph at 130 knot economical cruise.
Several long flights to the continent including
Greece and Sweden. Genuine reasons for
(reluctant) sale. Looking for offers around
£50,000. Contact Phil Green at ggpag@
btinternet.com or 07447719136.
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DH82A TIGER MOTH G-BPAJ for sale. In
tip-top condition. Gipsy Major 1C, TTSN 4580
hrs, -n-so 750 hrs. Hoffman prop. Kevlar
cowlings. Becker radio and intercom. LAA
permit to be renewed before purchase. Price
£52000. Can be viewed near Huntingdon,
Cambs. Contact Peter Jackson on 01487
822591 or email sop.with@btinternet.com

VANS RV7, 2011. TTAF l23hrs.Lycoming
ASIO-360-A1136, 70hrs since zero time
overhaul by Isenberg Engineering.
Lightspeed electronic ignition. MT three-
blade VP P. 129hrs. Advanced Flight Systems
EFIS, EMS. Garmin SL3O. GMA240.
GPS496. Collision avoidance FLARM.
TM250. Mode-S. Andair throttle quadrant.
Permit 2/6/15. Price £79000. For full details
email: WW1903@icloud.com

MCRO1 VLA BANBI, G-CFSK. Rotax 912S,
carbon wings. Glass cockpit. 130kt cruise
@17lph. Built 2009. 280 hours. Permit to July
2015. £44,000 ono. 01939 232364 evenings
or email sifi.collins@virgin.net

JABIRU UL450 G-CBOP. Reluctant sale, one
owner, failed medical. Murray Flint paintwork.
full rudder, roof window, electric carb heat.
Microair radio and Icom. Engine 300 hours,
permit 3/7/15. £16.000 Hangared Sandtoft.
Dennis 01469 572139.

EUROPA CLASSIC. Monowheel. 80 hp
Rotax. 14.5 Its Mogas/Hr 0 100 Kts. Long-
range tank - fly for six hours. Very comfortable
with sheepskin seat covers. Permit until
October 2015. Includes fully enclosed trailer
with many tools and aids. You won't find a
better one! 07801 018263.

EUROPA CLASSIC Mono Wheel. Built by
present owner, first flight 2002. Rotax 912UL
/80 HP engine Woodcomp CS prop. Well
equipped panel. Permit to July 2015. All
mandatory mods up to date Canopy & wing
covers incl. Loved by all who fly her. Based at
Bicester, Oxfordshire. £25k ono Contact Dot
Pattinson 01830 520 610 / 07884 262 111.

PIONEER 300 £52500. Registered 2007.
airframe/engine 320hrs. CS prop 215hrs.
new controller 2011. Skymap 111c, Dynon
D10A EFIS. Becker and transponder. Part
leather interior. Pioneer cover. always
hangared. Permit to July 2015. Owned by
former RAFVR instructor, no accidents!
252,500 - Mobile 07932 163216. email:
philburton40@gmail.com

G-BAPA

JODEL D11. -n-A only 1400hrs. 0-200
engine 100hrs since top overhaul. Electric
starter. Cabin heat. Hydraulic brakes. Evra
prop. Narco radio. 100mph cruise @ 4.5
gallons an hour Two tanks. total 18 galls.
Fully refurbished 2007. Permit to Feb '15.
Excellent tourer/group aircraft. £12,000. Tony
Simpson tony.heather@hotmail.co.uk



MC& Avionics
We stock the full range of MGL Avionics


instruments including the new

IEFISTouchscreen

parts4aircraft.com
028 9266 7187

&window An timber ea
www.aircra I oodandtimber.co.uk
Tele hone +44 0 1793 791 517 office hrs.


Email dudle attison ail.com
SATCo


Birch Ply

•


Aerolite

•

Aerodux


•

Baboon Plywood • Okoume Plywood
Permagrit Tools

: • I '

I • •
Appointed dealer for the UK (covering


Europe) for the Titan T51 Mustang


07780 705924

www.moccasmustang.co.uk

NEW GROUP forming at Lymm Dam Airfield,
Manchester, where the costs are reasonable.
The aircraft is a Jodel DR100A permit 2
+ 2 in excellent condition and with a new
permit. Tel: Robin 01829 732334 or email
robinmoore902@btinternet.com

VAN'S RV-6. One sixth share. Based
Gloucester. G-G DAV £80 month. £75 hr/wet.
Friendly group, great availability. Lycoming
160hp. Autopilot. Trig Mode S, Skymap CPS.
Airframe 1400 hrs. engine 1120 hrs. No
work due. £7,495. westerhuis@hotmail.com
07960 459183.

ZENITH CH250 (and hangar). Based Hinton
in the Hedges. Increasing our membership
so three 1/5 shares available. £5,000, £70
month. £45 per hour wet. TeL John 01280
702 294.

-4PL-
Planeweighs


Limited
Aircraft weighing & technical services

PIPER CLUB to BOEING 747

Load/Trim sheet design


CAA approval AI/8538179

Engineers throughout the UK

Tel: +44 (0) 1792 310566 Fax: 310584


Mobile: 07798 662 939

email: info@planeweighs.com


web: www.planeweighs.com

Special Aviation Services

Tel 0116 2885643 Mob. 07564 192942

www.specialaviationservices.co.uk

WOODC ()MP

i MT
Rotax Aircraft Engine Maintenance

WELDING. CAA welding all carbon steel. Pitts/
Biplane parts fabrication. Tel: 07796 157190.

I I

os-tER AIR p44115
6N-

IP • •

: •
•

EUROPA winter project. Classic kit built and
painted white to high standard. Engine needs
fitting to complete ready to fly. Viewff nspect
Devon. Fair offers invited. 01404 890110.
Rondavand1@gmail.com

AOPS project for sale. Fuselage restored
complete on undercarriage with engine
bearer. Wings in kit form with ailerons, flaps
and lift struts. No Engine, control cables or
glazing. £3000 pno. Contact Bruce on 07770
237377.

CP1330 SUPER EMERAUDE G-BANW.
Spar repair required. Unique aircraft, only
three built. Based Popham. £7500. 07885
059768.

HALF BUILT CAVALIER. Wing complete.
Fuselage half built. Half-life 2900 engine. New
propeller and windscreen. All parts free on
collection. 07942868829, daveyellowalfa@
yahoo.co.uk

N.RRL WOK onylOsph

Microlite to SSEP Piston (aircraft)
Three days - Fixed price

* Day 1 - Ground school ad exam (aircraft technical)

* Day 2 - Flight training (differences) including flight


safety breifings in Piper PA28
* Day 3 - Flight test (NET GET)

VHF RT AVAILABLE IF REQUIRED

Derek Davidson - Mobile 07831 517428 (incl. eves)

Email flyderek@hotmail.co.uk


(BOURNEMOUTH)

VHF RT LICENCE
All the training you need, theory and practical or


either. Includes exam and test.
To air traffic control, the badge you wear as to how


good you are as a pilot is your RT.
"If you sound a * * * *, they will asume you are.


It may not be lair but it's how it is."

Phone me for a chat

Derek Davidson, Henstridge, Somerset

Mobile 07831 517428 (Md. evenings)...,

Ematlftyderek@hotmail.co.uk Dins DATIL/SIN

Here I am (AGAIN)

PPL Ground Exams
Are you trying to pass by watching
television (er, sorry, CD ROMs)? unnk "'mos",

Claffi and I could leach you MOTOin one day ay talking to YOu Than YOu

could tarn Oywatching TV ter. sorry, CD ROMs). uninlyour eyes rall e(l


Five day tull.lima Sieved Schood at our home.

all seven exams. and I csomsse you WM envy II.


Come down and do any or all lhe exams you need Go back is your was

and scnool and ger on with your ide. you know what I mean'


Three decades a teacherlexaminer

Telephone Derek Davidson, lam - 8.30am 8,


evenings, 07831 517428 (mobile/

Email flyderekehotrneeco.uk

incittcambraicovers.com
Meitner. .tiri
I)ele,ri• "ahem

Ryden light
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Impreire firivid"
Skirling

Red th
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PS ENGINEERING PM1000-2 panel mount
intercom c/w harness, £200. MAC 2-servo
electrical trim system, £200. Composite
internally mounted VHF and IFF antennas
by Advance Electronics. £150the pair. UMA
1" suction gauge, £50. All new and boxed
plus recorded delivery postage. Call 07932
620039 for more details/photos.

ARTIFICIAL HORIZON. TruTrak ADI3G with
GPS antenna. Excellent condition. Installation
instructions included. £500 (less than half new
price). 01296 612955 (evenings after 7:30pm).

SWINDON AIRCRAFT TIMBER Company
is for sale. This small business would suit a
retired light aircraft enthusiast to give part time
interest/employment, or would make a useful
addition to an existing aviation business.
Please Email: dudleypattison@gmail.com or
call 01793 791517 in office hours for details.

Advice
•

Bolsa

•
a.1


Birch Ply

•

( a mb,wi at or5
Home and My
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Train in the U.S.—Student Visas Available

Accelerated training • Experienced flight instructors
Sate modern training aecraft • FAA approved for

Private. Instrument and Commercial isinple & multi)
Pilot and medical examiners on site • Cincinnati metro


area

• spodysacademy.corn
•

I

Chipmunk Spares for Sale
1 FinAssembly £150.00
1 TailplaneAssembly £200.00
2 Flaps £200.00
2 Ailerons £200.00
2 Elevators £300.00

All Ex Air (oresstock. Require inspection soulreiinvalion
before being fit for flight.

1 Left hand wing assemhjy,with remaining fatigue hours
£5,500.00

New.unused stock Fuel Bladder Tanks Left & Right hand
£2,500.00

CanopyAssemtlies
Complete,but requce restoration for Ed for Flight"

£300.00 each

Main Wheels E150.00each

Front Cowiings (Fibre Glassj Require renovation for flight
£120.00 each

Wingtipskght assemblies - Left & Right hand
E360.00each

2 Time Ex Wings - Left & Right hand £600.00 each
Good for static or parks

Gipsy Major 10/2 Core with Log Book E6.500.00each

All pans subject to VAT(d)20%

Pleasecontact HelenEtheridgehefen@arc-dwrford.co.uk

I

WANTED RV7A OR RV9A with big injected
engine, low hours and comprehensive panel
preferred. all in as new condition. No aircraft
to sell and can make immediate decision and
payment. Richard 07887 652 350,

NEED TO CLEAR OUT? Good home offered
to all old EAA/PFA etc. magazines. aviation
books and especially aircraft plans. Happy to
cover postage costs. Please contact Craig on
07726 104788.

WANTED - RAF 2000 Autogyro in excellent
all round condition, with doors and horizontal
stabiliser. No accident history. Preferably low
hours. with full permit and good panel. Tel, -
07876533018.

WHERE
The major event for November is The Flying Show

which takes place
on the 22/23 at its new venue. the Telford International Centre. LAA
members can save over 50% of the admission price by booking

their tickets in advance. See the advert on page 30 for details, NO
REDUCED PRICE TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE ON THE DOOR!

GASCo has announced its programme of highly informative Safety

Evenings and the dates and venues have been included. For
complete details of these events, which anybody is invited to attend.
please check the GASCo website at www.gasco.org.uk/safety-
evenings

Our thanks to David Wise and The Royal Aero Club for the use of
their data. See evenls.royalaeroclub.org

Sandown. loW GASCo Safety
Presentation Evening
Shoreham, Sussex GASCo Safety
Presentation Evening
RAF Museum. Hendon
Historic Aircraft Assoc
Symposium
Old Buckenham Remembrance
Day Memorial Service
Seething Remembrance Day
Memorial Service
Saltby. Lincs GASCo Safety
Presentation Evening
Old Warden
Shuttleworth WWI Aviation
Seminar 01767 627927
RAeS, London
RAeS Light Aircraft Design
Conference

Dorking. Surrey
GASCo Safety Presentation
Evening

72- BB katforcf .

25 Old Buckenham GASCo Safety
Presentation Evening

26 Chatteris
GASCo Safety Presentation
Evening

C-TEi(71

Old Sarum Vintage Sunday Fly-in
01722 322525

)4 Old Buckenham Christmas
Fly-in

27-28 Old Warden Shuttleworth
Engineering Open Weekend
01767 627927

27 - 23 Long Marston Icicle Fly-in &
Camp 


Croydon Airport Collectors Fair
01737 822200

Alexandra Palace Model
Engineering Exhibition
Holt Hotel, Hoperoft
RRRA Annual Dinner

Cardiff Airport GASCo Safety
Presentation Evening
Crowfield GASCo Safety
Presentation Evening
Ashburton (ZK) SAANZ Great
Plains National Fly-in
Halton GASCo Safety
Presentation Evening
Bodrnin GASCo Safety
Presentation Evening
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wWwsonexairciaftcom:
UK Distributor:Silver Fern Microlights


www.sfrnicrolights.com • +44(0) 1724 734614
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LAA PILOT COACHING SCHEME
Improving Your Skills
Tailwhcel Conycision
Type Convelsion
Diffeiences Training
Biennial Review
Display Authorisation
General Flying Revision
Ground School Revision
and more ..

More information at www.laa.uk.com
See under 'Education and Training'
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Power to the

Sport Pilot..
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CEO THOUGHTS

WHEREDOESFALL GO?

By PhilipHall

In a change from my normal column

format, this month we have reproduced my
financial commentary from the 2013 annual
Association report.

The formal audited accounts for the 2013
financial year have been published as usual on
our Association website and are available as an
appendix to this report. The formal accounts are
presented in a standard format that is very much
the same for all limited companies operating in
the UK, regardless of their business activities.
In this section I have tried to produce a more
user friendly representation of where our income
comes from and how your money is spent.

So how is our income generated and who
pays the most? Well, in simple terms virtually
all of our income comes from the membership.
supported by additional advertising and
sponsorship revenues, interest on our reserves
and the small income from events such as the
Rally. The money collected from the members
is roughly split 50/50 between membership
fees and engineering fees.

The good news is that our income increased
by about £25,000 more than the previous
year and some of this was due to both a very
successful Rally and strong sales of books arid
merchandise such as clothing and memorabilia.
Staying with the good news, the interest that we

received from the banks and building societies
on the Association's reserves remained similar
to the previous year, despite the very low
national interest rate set by the Bank of England.
and this amounted to almost £1.50 per member,
helping to keep your membership fees stable.

The slightly less good news is whilst we had

a bigger income, we spent proportionally more
than the received increase, leaving us with a
much smaller surplus than in the previous year.
Without a small tax refund and that interest we
received on our reserves, 2013 would have
been a loss making year.

Whilst the largest engineering related
income comes -from the Permit renewal fees,
a small amount is collected through project
registrations, modifications and transfer
fees. These other fees are generally
subject to VAT so the Association only
keeps 80% of what you pay for these
additional services. This means that from
our current modification fee of £45, the
association keeps just £37.50. However

Staff and headquarters costs account

for around half of the Association's


total expenditure

on average each modification costs Ihe
Association around £200 to process. I am sure
you agree, that is not a great financial retort].

Our major spending is easily divided into
four areas: staff employn)ent costs: magazine
production! liabitity insurance. and premises
These jointly amount to almost £8b0,000 for
the 2013 financial year It is fair to say that HU
Treasury receives a reasonable chunk of this
spend from Income Tax, National Insurance
contributions. VAT and Insurance Premium
Tax, however, it is good to know that we are all
doing our bit for Great Britain PLC!

Many multinational organisations spend



CEO THOUGHTS

a significant amount of their annual income
promoting their products and corporate image.
In 2013 our total spending on marketing and
advertising reached just 3% of our total income.
This is an area that we need to focus further on
in future years, after all if we don't blow our own
trumpet, nobody else will do it on our behalf.

Before getting into the nitty gritty of our
lesser annual costs, it is worth recognising
that when amalgamated, the smaller costs
that we incur are not small change. In fact
they amount to 15% of our total annual spend,
roughly equivalent to purchasing a squadron
ot small Jodelst

In the modern world we have all become
reliant on telecommunications and Information
Technology, and our Assoctation is no different
However, the 2013 spending of just over
£23,000 on technology represents a very
modest proportion of our overall budget With
the advent of the computing age came the
promise of the paperless office, a promise
that has never materialised and that fact is
underlined by our printing and postage costs
being in excess of £34,000. Our banking
charges remain stubbornly high at £12,000,
with much of this cost related to the processing
of credit card transactions.

Engagement with external parties such as
the Civil Aviation Authority and the Department
for Transport is a key part of the activities
performed by the LAA board members, and
that engagement has a cost attached to rt. In
a similar vein, ensuring that the Association is
correctly governed means that regular Board
meetings, National Council meetings and an
Annual General Meeting must be held, and the
expense covered (rom Association funds. In
2013 the cost of these activities was a little over
229.000. Our other regulatory spend includes
the fees that we pay to the Civil Aviation
Authority and the annual accounting audit
performed by Collet Hulance.

As many of you will be aware, the
Association plays an active part in the wider
GA community and supports other
organisations with annual donations or
subscriptions which amount to £13,220, Our
single biggest annual subscription is to the
Royal Aero Club which is the organisation
that represents UK aero sports at international
level Other signit [cant donations were made
to EFLEVA (European Federation of Light.
Experimental and Vintage Aircraft), GAAC
(General Aviation Awareness Council) and
GASCo (General Aviation Safety Council)

LAA involvement with the National Private Pilot
Licence (NPPL) scheme continues to generate
small revenues but the true benefit of the NPPL
to our GA community is much greater than the
money we receive, making it a very valued part
of the Association's portfolio of services. On
a similar theme, think everyone would agree
that our inspectors and coaches contribute
significantly to our LAA community and the
small proportion of our annual spend on these
activities represents excellent value for money.

The 2013 financial year was generally
managed in a sound and proper manner
However, we-must not rest on our laurels, we
must continue to strive to reduce wastage,
become more elf intent and get the best possible
value from our limited resources. We should
investigate other revenue sources such as wider
sponsorship agreements and possibly seek a
return on our intellectual property
The full Annual Report is available to download
from our website wwvvlaa.uk corn

ASSOCIATION INCOME 2013
Membership Fees
£440,08 39% NPPL & Pilot Coaching

£5,302 1%

Permit Renewals
£431,180 38%

Merchandise Sales
£26,582 2%

Interest & Donations
£15,560 1%

Engineering Fees
£95,711 9%

Advertising & Sponsorship
£83,310 7%

Rally
£36,278 3%

Other Costs MAJOR SPENDING 2013
£169,698 15%

Engineering Team
VAT £294,825 26%
£17,000 1%

Rally
£27,961 2%

Merchandise
£35,021 3%

Marketing
£33,083 3%

Premises
£73,134 6%

Liability Insurance
£75,921 7%

Magazine Production
£152,675 14%

Commercial Team
£141,953 13%

Admin Team
£109,194 10%

Postage & Printing OTHER COSTS 2013 Vehicles
£34,588 20% £14,985 9%

Travel & Subsistence
Telephone & Computing £12,495 7%
£23,119 14%

Bank Charge
£12,000 7%

Pilot Coaching
Scheme
£2,644 2%

Legal & Audit
£9,204 5%

CAA Fees
£13,123 8%

Inspector Costs
£5,212 3%

Donations to External
Associations
£13,220 8%

Board/AGM/NC

Expenses


£29,108 17%
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FREE LANDINGS

LAAFREE LANDINGS FOR NOVEMBER 2014
Three free landing vouchers this month, Enstone, Full Sutton and Little Staughton, plus half price for Shobdon.

Please take the voucher with you when you visit these airfields and thank them for their generosity and

support of the LAA. If you can avail yourself of their food and fuel facilities (where available) so much the better
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seeccis0 New Rotax Distributor
from 3rd December 2014

We Repair & Overhaul Modern and Classic Engines &
Propellers, Landing Gear & Accessories

scii r

1
Open-Day Launch Event on


Saturday 6 December 2014.

CFS
AERO
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See you at Stand T52 at The Flying Show, Telford, 22-23 November.

H.R. JENNINGS & CO. LTD.
Estahlished 1922


Authorised and regulated hy the Financial Conduct Authority

AVIATIONAND GENERAL
INSURANCE BROKERS

Competitive quotations for all types

of aircraft and other orientated


insurance requirements.

Unique aircraft ground risks/home

built construction facility.

We have been assisting PFA/LAA

ran.rnb S r 40 years.
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LAMBERT MISSION M1045
the affordable 2-seal top quality sportplane

..1xl•Mmi

RFC
lilte=r7T.7.7

vom robust tube & fabric airframe

wing folding In under 5 min

85 - err kt cruise oath Pdatax 112IS

5+ INendurance at avit 14 irtMour

Soo kq MAUDS 255 kg oceicl load

LAA kit aircrafr with extensrve factory
assistance to reduce ;:tssemt ,ty time

n-Or r—

pow__elk°

UK Sales & Support

Call: 03300 500 108
NmaL: IJKsailesnebert-mrcraft cow

LanthBrt Aircraft Engineering
!Thri(jar Yvuve*,frEni
B-Fir3,30

excellent handIrne easy to fly

lame cabin adjustable seats

very large baggage area

ideal arrciaft ion 0011 grass steps

fuN dual controls. manual flaps

eofax

LAMSEFIT WWWSAMBERT-AIRCRAFT.COM
mitsr 7thiatectet yoax nei.2ciaa alWa9ro gef 2/2•4,,e0a
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A20
ANR Headset • 0

COM
VHF Transceivers

BOSE

Survival
Transair's new range

of aviation lifejackets


have been

designed specifically


for the General

Aviation pilot.

Aircrew

H10-13.4

Headset

David Clark
— £269991 T

1721£224.9°•,
iPad Accessories

•
GAR M IN fm,FA,m

Glo GPS
tilletfir 


HDVideo

Camera


A With GPS

GAR M I N wiEr
D2 GPSWatch VIRBElite AviationBundle

£349.0°

From £207.5°,,,1 2841E290 83

Transair

Organiser Kneeboard

09909
66

From£666 


i ots Aircrew-Pro

4905£129.0°,YAT

Aircrew-Lite

Lae

4930 #7 8573 £69.9° ,

1

AVBTOR

The Claw

Tie Down Kit

mcmurdo
Fast Find 220 PLB

'SY

8569 E93.919i. 7n 17
3181 El • U. :.m

eds
eteisereP

•

9960E39.95,
ACF-50


Anti-Corrosion

FROM£17.9!..;.1

BlackProfessional
Flight Bag

DO
2857 £265.

Pooley's 2015

Flight Guides

FrOm£26 99
Pooley's 2015

Pilot's Diary

9194 E9.50 ,

Distributor of AeroShell

Piston& TurbineOils

coon

II N C
Aircraft


Maintenance

Tyres
Filters
Batteries
Spark Plugs

Removable

he(:cisercose

Alsoceinioble


;n Blue

3MProducts
Adhesives
Sealants
Tapes

an 95
8297 EIJU. r

Avi•8

Pilot Watches

CHAMPIONTEMPEST

°PFrom £180. 
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